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RESOLUTIONS
AND THESES
!

ADOPTED
BY THE

THIRD CON GRESS OF THE

Y. C. I.

19 2 3
PublishinQ House of ihe Youn~ lniernaiional
BERLIN
Printed in Germany

Close cooperation betwe~ Party and League is especially
necessary in all those countries where reaction has forced the communist movement underground.
In stressing the importance of the communist work for winning
over the masses of the working class youth, the Fourth Congress
emphasises the importance of . the Young Communist Internatinoal
and gives its greetings to these militant co-workers of the Communist
International, its reserves for the future!
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HE Third. World Congress of the Young Communist International began in Moscow December 4th, 1922. Two important
matters were discussed by this assembly of the representatives
of the communist youth organisations of the world:
first, the
decisions of the Second Congress in their relations to the problems
of the proletarian youth and their application in various countries to
these problems; and, second, the planning of new methods of work
and new schemes of defense, with regard to the experiences of the
previous year and to the development of the struggle between the
bourgeoisie and the working class.
We publish hereinafter the results of this eleven day congress,
in so far as its most important decisions are concerned, with the
confident hope that this publication may become a strong weapon in
the struggle of the young proletariat; at the same time reminding the
workers in the young communist organisations that these decisions
can only become actualities through the devoted labour of every
young com:munist. Only by this means will results and successes be
attained. The developments of history are proceeding at an ever
accelerated pace and along lines which make it difficult to predict
the next step. The time demands all our strength, all our courage,
and all our youthful enthusiasm for the work we have to do; for the
accomplishment of that task which we have set as our goal - the
victory of the proletariat of the world. Forward, comrades!
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RESOLUTION
on the
REPORT OF THE FOURTH CONGRESS OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

FTER hearing Comrade Zinoviev's report on the work and the
resu11ts of the Fourth Congress of fhe Communisrt International, the 11hlifid Congress, of the Y.C.I. endorses aU the
decisions of that congress alll'd enjoins all the Leagues to do their
utmosit itowiards carrying tihese deaisiions iinto effect, by giving their
supporrt ,to the political policy of fille E.C. of tih:e Communist
lnrteimatiional.
The congress welcorrres itfue deoi~ion of the Fourth Congress
to sweep aside the last relics of federalism and to transform the
Communiist International into a real, well..,disciplined and centralised
WO!rltd party. H: ·i!I11Structs the E.C. of the Y.C.I. and all the Leagues
to contin'UJe witf:lh still greater ener1gy to educate the working class
youth i!n fillie :spJr,it of ~ •m;rernational Communist World Party.
fo vJew . of if1he groW1i'ng -strength and enlarged scope of
Reaction and Fascism in aill countriies, the congress enjoins the
Lea·g,ues to piartnicip,are wholly ainJd energetically, under the leadership
of . the i:.C. of the Y.C.I., in the struggle against World Reaction
and! the menace <Of a new war. It calls upon the young workers
tbmughowt the wor1d ito join the Y.C.I. and the C.I. 1in this struggle,
and thllts to estaJblish the 'il'D/i,teidl front of the entire working class
youth forr the s1tnuggle cl!g,a'inst the pohtical and economic offensive
of the international bourgeoisie.
1
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RESOLUTION
on ihe

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FTER hear,i ng the reporrt of the E.C., the TlhiPd Congress. of the
Y.C.I. enidotrses tfa~ polJi. tioal p1ugramme on ,wlbioh ,~t ,i s haood
.anid tihe practirn:l wotik d!one 1d!uri:ng the p.eniod cove-red by
the rnport.
Tihe Th1wd Congrns:s- en1dlrn'Ses tflh:e attitude -and aciJivitieS' of
:he E.C. in the establishment of the United Front of the young and
-idult workers and in the convocation of the World Congresic; of young
workeo:.s, as well as ,i ts 1art:titude tow:wdJs the antagonistic youth

')rgan:iisiatioos.
The T1hi1;d Gongr~ss, furt!hermo:re, mdornes, iars ia whole, the
.1.ctivity of the E.C. i!Il connectiiion w~th the ,ellucicfation, popuilar.ilsaiti.on,
and d!efenoe of the dtecisi,om of t!he Second Ccmg:vess, r:md lin particular with tihe intierrprretatio!Il of the idispuwd question of the yOll.l'.Ilg
workers' economic s:truggle and with ilhe ed11catiorna1 work.
Wih1ile arppm v,m g of the effo!li!S. ma!de to consolidate the
Tela tio111is ibetwreen fue Leagues and · itlhe CommJUiliist Parties, the
congress ti.nstructs the future E:xiecutive to pay speci:al ahlention to the
pr actical ais1sis1tance •g,ivoo the l eagues iby rtlhie Pries; ro the
efficient cooridlin'a!tion of the activiti,ei~ of the Leagues a.n ireg,ard to
youtih qUJesitfi.ons and a;liso their partiicipation ~n ,tJhie life iand struggle
of the Ooill!JilnTifrst Piarti•es.
The congiress recoros its sati1sfaction, wiith fue successfol
activj_ty ,of ,fille Executivie Committee regaI1.1clli.ng tlhe 'economic stJ:mggle,
and mstr.ucts the new Executive to inte111Sify the daily work of the
1
Leagilles 1in this tieild.
Thie 1cong11e.ss. oo,do:rsies 't1he edluoatiooal work :aocomp1.ished
by the E.C. One of rhlue mo1St :important tasks of fue new Executive
will ibe ,the el albotation of mo:Pe m1aiteri:a,l aflld the pub1icaHon of
educational ·1i-terature.
1
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Tihe congms.s :affirms the improvement ·in the anti-militarist
Norrk o.f the E.C.; ~t •~h:in.ks it esis,ential, however, that anti.,miHtarist
~diucation and the ·S1up,eriV1ision of the anti-miUtarist work of all
Leagrureis 1be ,intensiifiied, especirally so in countries with volunteer
armies.
The congress takes cogn1izaince of tihe work of the International
Publishing House. It instructs the new Executive to issue more
pu'bUcations :in languages other than German. The Executive must
intensify the work ra mong chtikEren, ,students, and peasants. This is
:ilso essential in the realm of sports.
The oorngress records that the E.C. has taken a great step
iorwa11d •in ,g,uidi!llg the w~k and the struggle o.f the various
Leagues, especially of tho:,e in the Latin, Anglo-Saxon and Oriental
count1ie:s.
The congress, coinsi,dters tihe poJ.icy of the Executive with
regard to the l,ega!l forms of work an ~he countries under the sway
of white terror as coned. Tthe future Executive, however, must
tender more pmctical assistance to the ,Hlegal Leagues, and must
prepare the other Leagues for possible periods of illegality.
Tih'e congress aippmvres of the cintiervention of the E.C. rin the
case of the Ita1ria111, the Norwegfan, and tlhie Checho..!Slovakian Leagues.
Trhe coop:emtion of tlhe Leagues under the guidance of the
E.C . .a:s well ais the superviisuorn •in the ,reorganis ation of fue Leagues
muSlt >be sfrengrtih,ened. The ,rapid! development of the movement 1n
the Eaist dur,i ng the last year necessitates a stronger leadership
in the coun:tr ies of the Orient. ·
·As, howeve!l", some organisational shortcomings-e~pecially
with rnspect fo the ,dday ;in i:he p11eparation of material-were noticed
~n the work of t!he E.C., and ais 1the tasks of the E.C. are growing in
volume, the congress resolves to oola!fge the E.C. and instructs ,it to
subdiividie it1s work mOil:e than h!i'threrro.
Coope-raltim of the E.C. of the Y.C.I. with the E.C. of the C.I.,
whiicll ITTa s deci1deidlly improved, must be still more Jntensiified on thepart of both, · fue Y.C.I. as. well as the C.I.
Uie ,oongiieSs rie·it-erates .iltis conV1iction that strict -international
centrai'iiisia tion w,i'ohtin -thie Y.C.I. ilS aibsolutely necessary, and instructs
the E .C. and the Lea,gues to effect it with precision.
1
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RESOLUTION
of fhe

ITALIAN COMMISSION
on the

WOJ2K OF THEE. C.
(With Re.gard to the Attitude of the E.C. on the Question of the
Young Soovahst Leag,ue of Italy.)

T

HE commiss.i'O'n is of the opi'Il1ion that ·i't is imperative to organise

sysitematic work w/i't hin thie Yorunig Socia1istt: League of -Italy
for the purpose of Wtinning over to the commurnisit: idea'S as
many of ·iltls membern as po:SSJi,Me.
The commission endorses in principle the efforts of the E.C.
, made w,ith the obj,ect of amalgaima't ing the Young Socialist Lea•g ue
of Italy (freed from the reformist e1'ements) with the Young CommUillist League of Italy.
In view of the situ atio,n creatied by ,the amalgamation of the
SociaHst and ·commu'Illist Pa1--ties of I1taly, deciidoo upon by •the Fourth
Corrgres,s of the Commurnist Int.ernra1tirornal, the commission 'C:lleclaa:-es
that the apphlcation of this principle runidle1· the most favourable
condituons to the youfu movement, i,s th•e only possible consequence
and the only practical solution.
1
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RESOLUTION
on ihe

INTERN.ATIONAL PRESS

T

HE International of Youth is to be divested of its present
character as a theoretical organ for officials as well as a
propaganda organ for the indifferent young workers. In the
future it will appear under the same name as heretofore and as the
leading international organ for the more advanced members of the
Leagues.
Illustrated papers ( on the model of Pictures from the Life
of Soviet Russia's Youth) are to be published for propaganda and
mass distribution on the occasion of important events, anniversaries, etc.
The O erman edition of the Correspondence of the Young
International as a saleable organ is to be discontinued. It will
henceforth appear in bulletin form, transmitting to the various
Leagues communications of the E.C., manifestoes, important
material and infonpation from other Leagues.
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RESULTS
.

of the

' REALISATION OF THb DECISIONS OF THE
SECOND CONGRESS OF THEY. C. I.

I
HE Second Congress of the Y.C.I. charged the Young Communist Leagues with the task of becoming mass organisations of
the working class youth. The , development to mass organisations by the Leagues signified:-

T

Broadening of the hitherto purely political activities by taking
up all questions connected with the life of the young workers as part
of the militant and educational tasks of the Leagues in order to
acquire a permanent influence on the mass of young workers;
Throwing open the doors of the Leagues to all young workers
willing and ready to participate in their struggle and in their
educational work;
Introducing such forms of organisation and activity as
will enable the Leagues to penetrate into the masses of the young
workers and to secure a permanent and guiding influence over them.
With this object in view., the Second Congress issued special
directions for the reorganisation of the Leagues, for the guidance
of the struggle against bourgeois militarism, and the fight for better
economic conditions, revolutionary education, and the spiritual and
physical training of the proletarian youth, the winning over of the
young agricultural and native workers as well as of the proletarian
children (bringing the latter under the influence of the Leagues),
etc. All this was to broaden out into the political enlightenment of
the young workers who, through the medium of the Leagues, must'
be brought into close contact and cooperation with the political
activity of the Communist Parties, the leaders of the revolutionary
proletariat.
9

II
A number of handicaps combined to hinder the fulfilment of th~
decisions of the congress by the Leagues.
Owing to the numerous setbacks in the class struggle, the
entire working class movement had shown a decreasing will to
struggle. This mood found its expression in the ranks of the young
workers by the diminution of their direct and active interest in political questions. Moreover, the attac~s of Reaction against the
Young Communist Leagues increased in number and in strength,
forcing some of our sections into illegality.
The tasks put before the Leagues by the Second Congress were
either wholly or partly new to all of them, and a considerable
length of time was required for an internal orientation and understanding of them. To this must be added that the organisational
apparatus of a number of Leagues was greatly weakened soon after
the congress owing to the general economic crisis and the decreasing
capacity of a majority of the young workers to give financial support
to their organisations.

III
All the decisions of the Second Congress have been pro, ·ed
correct ,by practice. There has been no need to alter fundamentally
any of its directives. Their application to the work and to the
organisational methods of the Leagues have thus far shown the
following results:T he application of the congressional decisions caused an
ideological change in the attitude of the Leagues. In the course
of prolonged discussions, dealing partly with the interpretation
of the decisions and partly with their adaption to concrete national conditions, the decisions of the congress were adopted
as the ideological basis of the further activities of the
Leagues. However, the endorsement of the new methods of work
by decisions of national conventions or conferences, as well as the
alteration of the basis of the programmes of the Leagues were
accomplished in many of the more important countries only in the
first half of 1922. ( As for instance in Checho-S lovakia Italy
Great Britain, Amedca, Bu1garia, and France.)
'
'
The adoption of the decisions as a working basis brought new
life into the inner activity of the Leagues and consolidated their
10
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structures. The efforts to coordinate the forces of the organised
section of the working class youth against the capitalist offensive
(united front efforts in Germany, Checho-Slovakia, Austria, Italy,
Switzerland, Sweden, Finland); the acceptance of the propaganda
for the general economic demands of the young worker's (in Germany, Checho-Slovakia, Austria, Sweden, France, Italy, Rumania,
America, Poland); the initiation and carrying out of special activities of the young workers to obtain their demands (Germany,
Checho-Slovakia, Austria, Jugo-Slavia, Rumania); the intervention
in school questions by the working class youth (Austria, Germany,
a nd Italy); the first attem pts at popular communist educational
work (in Austria and Germany); the attention paid to the youth in
the labour sports organisations (in France, Sweden, Norway, Finla nd, Checho-Slovakia, and Italy); the initiation of systematic educational work among the L eague members (in Norway, Sweden,
Germany, Bulgaria, France, America, and Russia)-all these
1Jrove that import.ant prerequisites for mass activities have been
achieved.
·
In connection with separate question, the following practical
results can be placed on record : The adoption in principle of the new regulation of the relations
between the Young Communist L eagues and the Communist Parties
was accomplished rapidly and without great difficulty. In Austria,
Finland, Bulg aria, Great Britain a nd America, the Parties arrived
at special decisions as to the support of the Young Communist
Leagues. H owever, the practical application of these decisions was,
in some cases, far from satisfactory. The participation in lhe political life atJ,d the political activity of the Patties, which is essential
for communist education and successful mass activities, was in
some instances carried out in full accord with the newly begun
young communist activity while elsewhere (in Checho-Slovakia and
Germany, fo r instance) it was not always satisfactory. In a number of countries where the Communist Party went through a crisis,
the Leagues had to develop (with the consent of the International)
a stronger political activity within the Parties.
Some Leagues have made a beginning in cataloguing material
concerning the economic conditions of the working class youth of
their respective countries, in preparation for systematic economicb~ade union activity. The Yom:ig Communist Leagues of Germany,
ll

Austria Sweden and Norway are in possession of such material.
More
practical ' achievements can be recorded in the field of
1
enlightenment on the basic questions of the young workers and the
ptopaganda for their demands. The most important achievement
is the fad that the attention of the trade unions and of the other
proletarian organisations has been drawn to the questions affecting
the young workers. This is due to the activity of the Young Com·
munist Leagues in Germany, Austria, France, Poland, Finland,
Rumania, Checho-Slovakia, and partly, also in Italy. A number of
trade unions and other proletarian youth organisations were themselves compelled to formulate young workers demands. The Leagues
in Germany, Austria, Checho-Slovakia, Rumania, Jugo-Slavia, and
Italy have carried out some prolonged and some short campaigns
.and efforts to obtain the fundamental or partial demands of the
young workers. In Austria, Germany, Rumania, Jugo-Slavia, Bulgaria, Poland, Belgium and America, the . Young Communist
Leagues were able to intervene in the strikes and other struggles of
the young workers or even to assume the leadership in those actions.
Edueiational work was limited mostly to the members. Their
enlightenment on the principles laid down by the Second Congress,
e.specially on communist education, constituted a great part of the
educational work of the Leagues. Measures were taken for the
training of officials in the shape of regular classes, study circles,
etc., in Norway, Sweden, Germany, and Bulgaria. The national
executive committees of the Leagues in France, Great Britain,
Austria, America, and Checho-Slovakia undertook to influence the
educational work of their branches by regularly supplying direc' tions and material (bulletins, instructions, etc.). In Au~tria, Bulgaria, Germany, Rumania, and Checho-Slovakia the life of the
branches has undergone a certain improvement by the introduction
of popular methods. Very little educational literature has as yet
been published, although a small quantity of it appeared in Bulgaria, Sweden, Norway, and Germany.
Anti-militarist work has practically remained stationary. This
is explained by the slackening of the militarist spirit since the war,
noticeable in some countries; and partly by the growing reacfon
which savagely suppresses all anti-militarist propaganda. More
-or less regular activities among the soldiers and recruits of their
rnuntries are carried on by the Young Communist Leagues of
12
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France, Austria, Sweden, Norway, Checho-Slovakia, Spain, and
Greece. Propaganda campaigns were carried on only in France,
Italy, Checho-Slovakia, and Spain; while the Swedish and Norwegian Leagues launched an action for the partial demands of the
soldiers. An important step forward in. the anti-militarist work is ·
the collaboration of the German and the French Leagues for whicl1
an organisational beginning has already been made.
Only the Young Communist League of Germany 'has carried
on extensive and systematic activities in connection with the movement for the Communist Children's Sections, achieving very good
results in spreading communist influence among new parts of the
working class. The other sections of the Y.C.I. were unable to give
sufficient attention and energy to this work. Hence the children's.
groups in those countries are lacking in centralisation and uniformity.
The experiments made in countries allowing only of illegal
work, with the utilisation of legal possibilities, have brought
valuable experiences and gratifying results.

IV
The Young Communist Leagues have not yet become mass
organisations in the sense of having a close contact with the masses.
of young workers; of the participation of their branches and individual members in the daily struggle of the young workers for
the betterment of their conditions; and in the sense of the improved
revolutionary enligthenment of the masses by means of an interesting communist educational work conducted on a mass scale.
Previous experiences go to 1show that, to attain this aim, the
Young Communist Leagues must devote their attention to the following principal tasks:In no League has the reorganisation of work so far been com- ·
pleted. Therefore the chief task will be to make up for lost time;
(active participation in the life of the Party, collection of material
on the economic cqnditions of the youth; agitational activity in connection with our basic economic demands, campaigns and actions
for full and partial demands, organisation of trade union work,
training of officials and members, publication of material for communist educational work, development of branch life, organisation
of contact with the young communists in the army, wor~ among the
13

soldiers and recruits, anti-militarist agitation and campaigns, centralisation of the League organisations and the application of discipline).
As far as the economic-trade union work is concerned, it is not
only necessary to organise the general activities and manifestations
within the countries, but also to concentrate on the every-day work
in industries and schools. It is only by paying strict attention to
the industrial and school life of the working class youth and by
continually stirripg up the indifferent ones to the defense of the
demands of the working class youth, that our branches and nuclei
will be able to gain the confidence of young workers and to create
the prerequisites for their communist educational influence over
these masses. The intensification of the work within the trade
unions by means of the establishment of young communist fractions
(which must see to it that in all labour conflicts, wage-negotiations, etc. the interests of the young workers are represented) must
go hand in hand with the work whithin the workshops.
Since· there is a lack of capable officials in the entire communist movement, it is of vital importance, both for the Leagues and
the Parties, that all educational work be carried on with a view to
fitting the members for such tasks. In addition to the training of
the members for official posts, one of the chief tasks of the Young
Communist Leagues must be to provide the members with the
knowledge and training which will enable them to take an active
and leading role among the masses of the unorganised young workers and imbue the latter with Marxian conceptions. Educ1atio11al
efforts of a mass character, reaching a larger percentage of the
unorganised workers, must be carried out without any further delay,
and with the active collaboration of the entire membership of the
Leagues. Only practical work can raise the level of the working
capacity of our own organisations and produce effective methods for
this educational work. More attention must be paid to the press, to
the organs of the Leagues as well as to the youth supplements and
articles in the Party papers; the press must become a means of in-

fluencing and educating not only the members of the Leagues, but
also the masses of the working class youth in a communist spirit.
The fulfilment of the organisational t1asks laid down by the
Second Congress must be considered as one of the most important
means for the establishment of a truly close contact with the working
14
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dass youth. Systematic organisational work is impossible without
c_onscientious work in rese,arch and registration, dealing with the
fluctuation of membership, the composition of membership with
regard to social position, age, and branch activity.
It is only by concentrating on regular and well-organised
.activity in factories and workshops that the Young Communist
Leagues will become mass organisations of the working class youth
in the true sense of the word.
The practical task of the Young Communist Leagues consists in
gradually reconstructing their organisations in accord with the
following principles:The basic unit of the League is the shop nucleus. The shop
nuclei in the cities are combined into branches which thus include
t!wse comrades working in the industrial concerns . of the said
territory. Direct affiliation with these branches is permissible only
to those League members who, residing in the district of the branch,
are not working in large or ·medium sized industries where a factory
nucleus is possible.
The chief tasks of the nuclei are: political agitation, economic
struggle, recruiting of new members, collection of membership dues,
distribution of literature, discussion of the work of the League within
the factories and workshops, educational activities, as far as they
are possible, and the convocation of shop meetings of young
workers. After its reorganisation on the basis of a combination of
nuclei, the local branch must continue to carry on a considerable
part of the League's work. Above all it must control the entire
activities of the factory nuclei, centralise the management of the
latter, carry on propaganda in the rural districts, work in the
children's groups, and organise the advanced educational activities.
Only such a formation of the Young Communist Leagues will
guarantee us a close and permanent contact with the masses, a
systematic influence over the latter, the possibility of an increase in
membership, and the coordination .of the internal and m31-;s activity
of the Leagues. The branches of all Young Communist Leagues
must therefore proceed at once to establish ,and to develop shop nuclei
by concentrating their q,ttention upon the most important shops in
tlzeir localities.
The tempo of the transition from the system of. the old territorial
groups, based on the residential principle, to that of local groups
15
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organised on the basis of factory nuclei, depends on the concrete
local conditions. In order to obtain practical experiences c:ind
facilitate a rapid development in the above mentioned direction, the
transformation must first of all be carried through in the strongest
and most appropriate branches of the Leagues.

16
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RESOLUTION ·
on ihe

ORGANISATION OF SHOP NUCLEI

(1) The Organisation and Activity of the Nuclei

,

I

N al,1 localilfil es wtith large -anid ,medium sized mdiusu,i1al concerns,
the ibrnnc'hes of fu,e Yoong Communist Leagues musit: iimmedlialtely
1b egin the organ~SJaltion of m1dei. At the ,outset of ifillis activity,
1

the branches must enlighten their membe:ri~ as to the nature
and functions of the nuclei; they must ascertain where their
memlbe:rs are wiorkiing, collect iin,formation regardin:g the general
condilflions wdth,i,n rfilie shops aJI11d on the qualittiies of our branch
members. There mlUJSlt b1e at least five ibrain:ch memibers ~n the factory
or workshop for 1the organ i!siation of tihe nudeus. Nuclei must first
be established in the most important shops and in those where the
least idtlffiicul1ties iare encountered (f01:r ins:tance, m i'.l]dlustriies wivh
workers' colo11'iies, w~bh strong commun-iist tendlenaies among the
workers, anldl iin the s!hop colUilcil, etc.). In tho.sie shops. where only
a ifew of our coimra,die's are wiorkin:g, they must carry on a systematic
a<;tiviity to increase -their miemJbenship wnrthin the factory and to
organise a nucloos ia:s ooon as poss~ble.
At the firnt rmeetilil!gs of the nucleus, ia secretary, or (if the
numerical sitrengfh warrants) a bureau consisting of three or five
comraidesi, :s,hoiulid he elected. As soon as the nucleus ihae been
orgtaniiis-ed it must get ~nfo touch wdt'h tflhie ,p atty -rnucleus or fraction,
or (,if no p,arty nrganiooti ons iarre in ~x,isrtm.ce wuith:in the shop) with
'the iindii'Viidual m~mbeflS of rt'he p:arly, ias well ras with the commw~rsts
or sympailMsers :in the shop counail a,n1d wiillli.' the representa.Jtives
of the trade unions.
I1mmeidi1ate.ly on .~ts runreptioo., ilhe nucleus rnrust elaborate .a plan
of work for ·t!he iimrrueclliM-e fob.we. The ntt1doos must begin its ma'S!S
activtity iby conoentrn. t!ing on ·the questio[ls which are of greatest
inte11e.st to the yoong workeI'S 1in ·the respeotiv,e factory.
1
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'fihe ,permanent woiik of an ave:i1a,g,e nucleus consists cf:(I) T:hie economic stiru ggle d 1the wot"king cla!Ss youth which
iis the ohiief taJSik of tJhie 'll!uoJeius. llhe n:uclieus musit ibe well.irnformed
on aill w:agie,ag:riooments, P'ayment •of wages, worikiirng hoiurs, 1slh1i:ke:s,
!holwday1S, h1e1atmoot of t1111e young w10r.kers, the hyg.iien1ic con!di'tioos
in the factory and in the workers' dwellings (if such are in existence),
on s,idk 1benedji'.tis, ianidl lai11 ,sdhool matters. ' Only itlhm will >the nucleus
lbe ·aiblie to dlils,ou:ss all thes,e questions Wlith the young workers, with
the s:hoip •oounoil, t!he trade U!Illj/on rnpresentatives, as well as within
the trnde 11111fuoos tihrio!llg!h the fractri,onlS of the Lea:g1ue. All fu_iis work
must :be oo[llducood on 1tJb.ie iba!SliJS of -~he :deois1ions of t!hre Y.C.I. on the
economic struggle. Moreover, the shop nucleus mu1st carry on all the
economic oamp1a i'gns of the League within the factory.
(2) Pioihtical agiita!tion, indii'Vriidu1ail, :aJS well as at meetings, aind
by the ,dJistr.ilbuirion of ih'rerame.
(3) Recruiting of new member1s, w'hose a1dmiS1Sion must be endorsed lby the Local bran~h which µs ~n charge of ~he registration
of meimlbers.
(4) Elducaitiionial work ·in its simplest forms, a:s for instance, ,short
pol1iltkal a:iepo:rts, disau1sis1inn oif piroibliems of tJhe ila'bo1ur •ainrd the youth
movement, idustriiibuullon ,of books lfroim i!.he branoh Hbmry, arrangement of revo,Lutiooiai-y ieveni'll!g :gatherings, hikes, ,singing of revolutionary ,siongs., p:ulb1i caition o'f a bmnah 0!f' rn1clle'UIS paiper. The
-edlucahonJal wot1k of tlhie 'Il!Udeus must [10't push 1ilnlto f.he !background
the eoonomic iand political ,wo11k which ·i s thie most importaint task
of t!he Young CommuntllSt Leag1ues. r.t must correspond wiith the
tasks of cammmiJS1t ediuration, ood! must be very -carefully a1dapred
to tlhe pisyohology of tlhe :industniial young worlrers.
(5) Descriptions of :fuie Lite of :the yow1g rwot1kers and cf the
work of the nruclci wtit!h,in 'i!he variiious 'fiactornies must ibe given
rngiularly in ·the Pa:rty ianid Leagrue prie.-sis.
(6) Cornvocation of shop meieting,s of y01ung workers.
(7) CoUedion ·of memlbe.rship dues, a definite percentage of
which must be lharniied ov,e,r to fu:e branch whrlcii has ch:arge of all
-Iinanc.iial matteTs.
The nuclei must work •Jegally, siemi-l egally or illegia.Uy according
to fue prievaHmg oooditiorns. m their partimlar country, town, or
shop, all of w'hich Wihll have a !bearing on the po:ssibilJty or the
metthods, ,of fulti'lment of fillie aibovie,mentiioneidl t:ask.s..
1
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The nuc1eus muisit meet at J.east once a week. •A ccording to
circumstanoes, ,~he time ,of meeting can ibe fixed either for the ,dmner
hour, ti!m)me!di.atcly after workiirng hoiurs, arr :l1ailer in the ev,eI]iing. The
meetings may be ihdd on phe shop ,premits es ~mom of the shop ·
conmoil, <lrni:ng hall, school), or -in :the 1clwieUing pla,ce of .some League,
Party, or trade 'lillion member 1im the ITTei,g1hibour'hrood of the factory,
dn the nea'l1est focal hea;dqiuartersi ,o;f the Young Commll'Ili:s:t League,
the Party, tJhe traide ,uu1on or the co01pe:t1aNve s,oci<ety, !in a nearby
hall, etc., or {during the summer mo111,t hs) in fuie open atir. Thie
.agoo<la d the meeting must be ,care~ully prepared. It must be
interestiilng and not tiresome, so that it will .attract the attention
-of the audience.
It is very essential that every member of the nucleus should
·be driaiwn. iilII1fIIlediaooly i!l1to some •kiinJd of pradica-1 wor-k, no matter
!how sdmple it may be.
In the e'Vent '◊If a memb'er !becoming unemployed,' <he 1i,s transferred to the local :branch of ih is iesi!deintial 1clistrict. Tihe Young
Communist League mu:st orga:Illise ibranohres of the unem.P,1oyed comrades at the Labour Exchanges, etc.
1

1

(2) Guidance and Support of the Work of the Nuclei
The shop nuclei cannot carry on systematic' ood &uccessfol work
witliout the careful ia'Il!d conbinuoo-s StUperviision of the branches. This
must be biased on an exact knrow1ledge of the looal i11diustrial conditions. The teaidiers ,of the bra111,ohes must :inform themselves several
fim~ a wook on the work of the nuclei, iand must give diredions to
the latte:r eH:her by VJisit.iing the secrebairies or bureaus or by 'inviting
'them in the 1heaidq1Uarieirs of the rb ranch. The :branch committee may
foistmct its members, to cair:ry on special activities m the Sihop or
shops iin fueir re.sipecbiMe ,locality. H p-o~silble, an the nudeus meetings
shoul,d: lbe a\f'tenided by :members ,of the :branch ,committee. In capitals
1

,and country or provincial towns it is essential that the members of
the 111atiornaJ executive committee an1d' the district committees .should
on cer.ta.iin days idio rregula.1· wor,k in i!he most 1important sihop,s. From
time to tirrrne meetings of nruolei representatives must be or.g,anised
acco:ridlinig to ·fuie terr1torial ,a nd :the trade 'un.tlon p1iihciples,. The
Jeaiding lbodlies of the Leagiue arud all theiir dep artmoots must continuo1U1sly 'be :i nformed on rhe exper,i·enoes ,gai!Iled in ntucleus work
and must utiliis!e rhem ,to the best 1ad:vantage; they must define and
ieJ:abornre thefr tais-ks, ipubli!sh the necessary mate1i.ial for their
1
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activities, g,i1ve publicity to the 'latter in the League's press, etc.
Comrades esproially frtted .for teachiillg must be 1us•ed for ·, the educational ,w mk Olf tihe ooole1L and of ·the !branches. Throlllgh the medium
of the corresponding Party and trade union bodi~", the leading.
bodies of the League must enlist for the nuclei the help and
the support of tlhe Party an1d the trade union organisations ,an,d their
mem!bers ,in the va,r ious sihop.s.
1

(3) Reorg1anisation of the Branches
Trans1ition from ~he present ternitonial b['anch to branches-.
01°ganised' on the bas!is of ·shop -anrd school nruclei (constituting as it
does one of the immediate tasks of the internationa] young communist
movement) i1s a lengvhy :pr,oooss du11ing which numerous difficulties
w!iill be encomteried. A begin1J1JiITT g •should be made wherever it is
eastlest (for in.stance, :in towns wit'h only one b:ranah) transferring
the wor'k ,gradually to those l9calitii~s where diff,ioulties are greater
(for U[lstance, large oiiies). Transition of ~he territorfal lbranches
•is only ,possiiil:>le, however, onoe the nruolei have been carefully and
sysromatirally orga[]ised iand placed on 1a working basrs. As long
as the oLdi lbranoh -is not yet reorganised, it continues -its present
funcb1oins. However, thds ol.d :branch must take the followiing steps
prnpar.ing for its compJete ireorganisiatii:oo :1

(1) Subor:dination of thle p:udei to the present territorial branch ..
(2) Joint i!J.Wetings of file nuclei represenfatiives with the local
brandh committee.
·
(3) Joint meetings of nuclei a.mid lo<ru 1branch members.
( 4) Organisation of branches in industrial centers on thenew basis.

(5) Election to the local committee of several comrades who·
work in the industries o·f t!h.is territory, lbut who live elsewhere.
All · the meas1Urie.s t•aiken for the present can naturally be only
of a proiv-isiional character. The lbrandh commitree slha.11 be elected
on the new bas,i s and the members shall participate tln the educational
woJ1k of the :bran:ohes where they iare domiciled.
1
All th~ albove e:x;amples ar'e sruggesifons fo[' practical measuresr
to be carrnied out ion 1f:t.he :basds. of actual conid1itions, situati'Ons, anct
exper,ienoos.
1

1
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Tihe 011gan~sation of the ,bra11ches being completed in certa-in
ca:~es, (but not generally) individual members may simultaneously
belong to the brain.db. where they ,are domioiled and .to -the branch
..of which their nucleus is ~-part.
·
1

(4) Report to the Executive Committee of the Y.C.I.

The Leag,ures are requested to send to the ,international Executive
Commi-ttee every other month a special a'D!d ,derailed report on their
activii~ies 111 connecfon wdth the organis:ation of the Leagues on the
new basis.

,.
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THESIS
on the

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND THE
STRUGGLE OF THE WORKING CLASS YOUTH

·TODAY

four y·e ars after the war, the situation of the
working class youth has deteriorated to such a degree, that
the danger of mass pauperisation and of physical and moral
degradation becomes ever more threatening. Under these circumstances the struggle for the economic demands of the working class
youth has become now a fight for a bare existence and for the
maintenance of life arid the physical well-being of the young
workers.
'
The world war had already struck a severe blow at the young
workers. Exhaustive exploitation in war industries, the abolition
of protective legislation, starvation and tuberculosis impaired to a
serious extent the health of the working class youth. To these young
workers we must add the children who grew up during the war in
the poverty~stricken working class families, and who were physically
too weak to resist desease. Under su'ch conditions the working class
youth had to suffer from the consequences of the collapse of capitalist economy and the capitalist attempts to re-establish it by
exploiting the working class youth.
(2) The desperate attempts of capitalism to reconstruct its
economic system at the expense of the working class have taken the
form of a capitalist offensive, which has been going on for the last
two years all over the world, and which strives not only to deprive
the working class of its small acquisitions of the post-war period,
but endeavours to force · it down to a standard of living similar to
that of the pre-union period. Lock-outs and unemployment on a mass
scale, short-time work, big .wage-cuts, lengthening of working hours
and attacks on the rights and Qrganisations of the trade unions are
the economic features of the capitalist offensive which combined these
22
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economic means of struggle with powerful political and military
methods, ultimately arriving at Fascism and white terror.
In the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, with low
currency, the progreS;i;ive depreciation of money and the growing
burden of taxes play the role of wage-cuts; iµ this way the capitalist
campaign, although apparently cloaked by these factors, is in reality
intensified by them. In various countries the capitalist offensive has
already robbed the working class of its most important acquisitions
and is continuing its attacks, while in other countries ( especially in
Central Europe) the offensive only recently assumed more acute
forms.
The working class youth is suffering today more than any other
section of the working class. It is not only that the weakened power
of resistence of the young workers makes them feel doubly the blows
against the working class, but their wages and working hours are
more often subject to capitalist attacks than those of the adult
working class. The young workers are especially hard hit by
unemployment, as in most cases they get no unemployment doles at
all, or only such inadequate financial support that they are exposed
to great physical suffering. Exploitation of the apprentices is also
·
on the increase.
The situation of the working class youth is rendered still more
acute by the fact that the young workers are exploited to the detriment
of the adult workers and are utilised as a weapon against the latter.
Frequently, and especially in handicraft, young workers are employed
to displace adult workers. Thus they increase unemployment, force
down the wages of the adult workers and are being used by the capitalists to bring down the general wage level. Their working hours are
lengthened in order to have the adult workers do short-time work. To
a great extent young workers are utilised as blacklegs (scabs) against .
the adult working class.
(3) If the young workers are to protect themselves against
pauperisation, they must µot inactively and helplessly submit to these
miserable conditions. They must enter into a bitter struggle against
the otfensive of capital, - against pauperisation.
Under the pressure of the increasing misery, and as a consequence
of the propaganda of the Young Communist International, the movement of the working class youth is growing everywhere; spontaneous
demonstrations and strikes of. the young workers and apprentices are
23

taking place. The Y.C.I. considers these movements as the expr~ssion
of the increasing determination of the masses of young workers to
resist the capitalist offensive. It is thoroughly convinced that the
struggle for the economic demands in the f.ace of the growing misery
is one of the most important tasks of the Young Communist Leagues
in the present period. For an effective defense, the Young Communist
Leagues must draw into the struggle the largest possible masses of
the working class youth.
(4) From their previous economic trade union work the Young
Communist Leagues must draw the important conclusion that general
propaganda in the press and in meetings is by no means sufficient
to penetrate the masses and induce them to fight for the necessary
demands. Above all, the Young Communist Leagues must, more than
hitherto, carry their propaganda into the very heart of the masses,
i. e. the number of public meetings must be limited and the main
weight must be laid on shop and trade union meetings. The formation
of shop and school nuclei by the Young Communist Leagues i;s an
indispensable prerequisite for an effective practical work on the
economic field. The Yourig Communist Leagues can win the confidence of the young workers and become th~ir leader only by participating daily and persistently in all problems of the life of the
working class youth. In order to accomplish this purpose, our
organisations and their members must immediately take a concrete
stand and make definite proposals with regard to all economic
problems of the working class; to every wage conflict in shop,
locality, and country, concerning the young workers; to all questions
arising within the trade unions; to every case of excessive exploitation; to all important matters in the trade schools, etc. No wage
dispute or strike movement of the working class must be allowed
to take place without the Young Communist League coming for ward
with concrete demands for the young workers concerned. However,
they must not confine themselves to the press, but carry on a
determined ,activity in the trade unions so that these will advocate
the youth's interests; furthermore they must prop.agate their demands
as slogans among ·the masses of the young workers affected. In
the event of spontaneous strike movements of young workers and
apprentices, the Young Communist Leagues must support the latter
(by formulating ;and advocating their demands, by establi1shing connections with the adult workers, by setting up strike f~nds, etc.)
24

and strive to assume their leadership. In such cases, it is the first
.and foremost duty of the Leagues to obtain the assistance and
cooperation of the adult workers and to induce the trade unions
i:o take up the struggle for the demands of the young workers.
Such persistent work in the trade unions and shops which is closely
related to the daily life of the working class youth, will prepare
the ground for the powerful actions into which the Leagues must
lead the masses of young workers in the coming period in order
-to resist the offensive of capital. Since the battl~ against capitalism
-can be fought only by the entire working class, the Leagues must
now, as before, pay particular attention to their activities in the
trade unions so as to induce them to fight for the demands of the
working class youth. Every member of the League must join his
trade union. The members of the Leagues in the trade unions must
be led and combined more systematically than hitherto. It is therefore
.an urgent necessity in the coming period, to organise conferences of
the League member;c; organised in trade unions and to unite
-them into fractions, as already provided for in previous decisions.
(5) The offensive of capital is not merely an economic measure,
but it is the concentrated and intensified mobilisation of all coercive
measures of the bourgeoisie to force the working class into submission and to make it pay for the reconstruction of the political and
economic power of capitalism.
Therefore, this offensive can be resisted only by bringing into
action all the political and economic forces of the working class.
The working class youth must be conscious of this and must, furthermore, realise that this struggle will inevitably lead to the struggle for
economic and social power if the intended capitalist exploitation is to
be prevented. Only by a determined class struggle can the working
class youth be saved from its present miserable situation.
The preliminary condition for a struggle of the working class
youth against the offensive of capital is the united front of young
and adult workers. An isolated fight of the youth is impossible.
At present the young workers must insist, more energetically than
ever, upon being enrolled in the battle front of the adult workers
and they must continue to urge the adult working class to advocate
the demands of the youth. It is not only the necessity of protecting
its younger generation which makes it incumbent on the working
dass to defend the interests of the latter, but it is in the interest
25

of the adult workers themselves to put a stop to a further deterioration of their situation by the competition of their own sons and
daughte17i;.
( 6) The reformist trade unions which are affiliated with the
Amsterdam Trade Union Intemational have so far remained inactive
towards the ever increasing misery of the working clasii; youth. Even
worse - they have maintained or intensified the organisational
barriers which make it difficult or even impossible for the young
workers and apprentices to enter the trade unions. Thus, they
still share, to a large extent, in the responsibility for the intensified
exploitation of the working class youth and for their employment
as blacklegs. In many cases they have sacrificed the interests of
the young workers in order to avoid complications.
The Social-Denwcratic Young Workers' International has taken
a similar attitude towards the difficult situation of the working class youth.
The centrist International Union of Socialist Youth Organisations has, internationally and nationally, supported the Young
Workers' International in order to prevent any serious struggles for
economic demands and has avoided every effective fight for even
the most elementary demands.
(7) Upon order from the Amsterdam Trade Union International,
both Social-Democratic Internationals of Youth rejected, at their
Salzburg Conference the proposal of the Y.C.I. for the convocation
of a world congress of young workers, thus preventing an international struggle. Instead, they set up a programme of economic
. "demands" which must be emphatically rejected by the working
class youth. The utter uselessness and deceptive nature of this
' "present day programme" is sufficiently proved by the fact that
it does not concern itself at all with the wages and the unemployment
of the young workers. This programme does not demand a maximum
six hour day, but a minimum of six working hours. The demand
for a four weeks' holiday is omitted. Nothing definite is said about
holidays. And instead of urgent demands for severe meas·ures against
the exploitation of apprentices, it contains but general phrases on
"reforms" and "new regulations". By this programme of demands
the international leaders of the social-democratic youth organisations
and the Amsterdam Trade Union International have proved once
more that they are unwilling to fight against the pauperisation of
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the working class youth, - that they do not even consider it
seriously.
(8) The Red International of Labour Unions has, since its.
inception, proclaimed the inclusion of the young workers and their
demands in the trade union struggle. Its affiliated organisations and
trade -qnion minorities have proved to be a bulwark against the
offensive of capital and have advocated the demands of the workingclass youth. The Third Congress of the Y.C.I. welcomes the Red
International of Labour Union!,;;, which decided upon the struggle·
against the pauperisation of the working class youth and for its
demands. It is convinced that in the future the Red International
of Labour Unions and its affiliated organiJ,;;ations will pay even
more attention to this struggle.
(9) After a thorough consideration of the present situation of
the working class youth, the Third Congress states that the struggle
for the following urgent demands is the immediate task of the entire
working class yout/z:A) General Demands for all Young Workers up to 18 Years
(1) Unconditional abolition of, and relentless opposition to, all
child labour.
(2) Minimum wages ranging from the subsistence minimum
upwards. Equal wages fQr equal work for young and adult
workers of both sexes. Progressive grading of apprentices"
wages in the course of apprenticeship.
(3) Struggle against the extension of the eight hour day by
including continuation school hours in the working hours; •
establishment of the six hour day.
( 4) Equal unemployment doles for young and adult workers ;
unemployment doles ranging from the subsistence minimum
upwards.
(5) Compulsory employment of young unemployed in either
shops or training schools, guaranteeing continuation of
training for young workers who have been compelled to
interrupt their apprenticeship.
(6) Forty four hours week-end rest.
(7) Fully paid four weeks annual vacation. Free accomodation
of young ·workers in ·recreation homes, sanatariums, etc.
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(8) Prohibition of night and Sunday work for all young wor'ker~
up to 20 years.
(9) Prohibition of employment of young workers up to 20 years
in industries injurious to their health.
(10) Compulsory free trade education for young workers up to
18 years (establishment of continuation schools, apprentices
departments, etc.).
( 11) Classes to be held during the day-time and to be paid and
considered as working hours. Abolition of evening, Sunday
and Saturday afternoon classes. All means for study and
all school material to be furnished free of charge. Establish·
ment of pupils' councils with the right of voting on the
curriculum and of participation in school management.
B ) Protection of Apprentices

(12) Abolition of apprentice's sweating by strict regulations
regarding the right to employ apprentices.
( 13) Abolition of individual indentures and the inclusion of the
apprentices in the collective agreements.
(14) Trade unions and shop stewards to control the employment
of apprentices.
(15) Two years' apprenticeship.
The Third Congress raises its exhorting voice to the entire
working class youth to enter upon the struggle for the realisation
. .of these demands if they want to escape from a fate which is
becoming ever more threatening. It decides to fight for these demands
i17: all countries, and on an international swle, and, together with
the Communist International and the Red International of Labour
Unions, to intensify the campaign carried on hitherto.
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RESOLUTION
on fhe

CONDITION OF THE YOUNG AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS AND PEASANTS

T

HE congress instructs the Executive Committee to conduct an
intematiionial rinquiry ,as to the coillditioos d the young agrioultural worlrers and peasants and to siubmit concrete proposals
for the rintemiatioool ewnamic demantds of these sections of rhe
worlcing class youtih ,t o the next Bureau Session. The Leagues are
requested to pay particular •attention to this quest-ion.
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RESOLUTION
on our

iMMEDIATE TASKS IN THE STRUGGLE
AGAINST MILITARISM

I
HE 1imperi:a.liist war of 1914-18 and the _subsequen~ ~eace tre~ties
!have •completely altieu:-eid the econoIDic and pohtical relations
iamong the cap:itaE1st states.
In 'the effort to restore tihefa:- disrupted economic system, the
victorious powers plunder the defeated nations; the victors' threats
of coercive measiures folloW!ing mc!h otiher in quick succession, constitute a perpetual !danger of new wars. 1'1hie Versailles and the
-0ther timperia1ist peace treaties, wihkh form the legal basis for this
.s tate of plu:nde11ing and imperiahst menace, hravie not only failed to
.remove the already extlsting .~mpe11i,alist 1antaigoI1Jism, but have even
given rise to new conflicts.
The new s.OHcaUeid "national states", Poland, Ohecho-Slovakia,
J ,ugo-Sliavi a, etc., are based upon the s1ulbjection of new large national
minoritieic;. This state of affairs is a constant source of new conflicts;
it tras aigaiin explod~d! the.myth of "nahionsi" ood "national wars".
The peace treaties h1af\11e not abolished war. The European war
was fioHoweid iby :a series oif colon~al conflicts and attacks on Sov,iet
RillssJa. The Frencli iimperi,aJ,~ts, conquered Synia ill]d Silicia; the
Spanish rimper,iaHsts took poss,ess•ion of Morocco; the British iimperi1ahsts '.instiigiateid :ohe Orneco~ Tiurkisrh war !in mxler to safeguard
their mute to India, ,anid' ;rhiu:s 'engendered a long drawn out war
-on Europe's frnnt-iers. These new struggles for the partition of the
world are anotherr cail.lse for id:is,sens,ion amongst the imperialist
victors.

T

1

1

II
As the co:i;nmunists prndicteidi, capifaHsm, notwithstanding its
soJemn promises of general disarmament, h 1a,s ,done nothing iand is
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lllt&ble to do anythling towar,d tlris enid. The economic ·situation and
the necessity for exp1oii:Jinig other countries, the dntemal idis:turba!Ilce:s,
tihe ev,er ,iJncreasing .strdkes, the revo1'utionw:y stnuggle_between the
capitalist cliass and the workirrrg cfass, the co1oniial domination w:hich
insures capi ta1ism's n .de, the w.ar ag,aiinst revolutionary •governments
-

these are the muses w!h,idh compel capii'tahsm to maintain large
Durinig tlhiis periiod, mi1'itarism iha:s been considernlbly strengthened. Despite the reduction af military forces in
Gemrany and Amtri.a, the .anmiies of ·the wior1d hra,ve increased from
six miUiolJl>S in 1913, to eleven mill,tons. Due to its 1adivities, to the
-.ideology ,developed nn the mihltary cais,te •ait1Jd to its dependence upon
greedy llair,g e iin!dlustry, mi1itiarism is a powerlul factor maiking for war.
Corudit,i arrs within bou-rgeoi:s 1armies reduce the y01Ung workers
and peasants to 1aufomaforus in ithe servke of the enemies of their
class. Cap,itaHsm makes use of fhe miserable siiruation of the working
class youth, a'Illd iespecilally of Wiemployment, to fiill -u p ithe r:anks of
,.its so--calle<l vollllilteer ,armies (Great Brifaiin). In co:untries with
mixed n.amornal,itiies, cap,italiism piis one nationality agamst the orher.
Ca:pitalism is filled with di.smay •a t the ,g rowing class consoio:usness oif i!he wor:kel7S, who are becoming less airud less wi11:i.ng
to 1be the ~nstruments of its militarism Partly with! a \niew to meeting
-this conti!Ilgiency, capitalism is constructing modern wmpans, wihich
it can operate with the a•iid of hi•g hly pa~d ispeoialiists. It hopes thereby
to redluce somewhat the s:iz,e oif its. iaimies. This perlection of the
technique of war wiill also ienlh..ance tits destructive power, investing
war with horrors compared to whidh those of t!he fast skmgther must
pale.
Cap~t;alism seeing that it 'is gra1du1ally lo.sing its hokl'. over the
nation.al an}1lies, iin iis clashes with i!he workin,g class, is faHing baok
more and more upon the use of colon:i•a l troops. Everywhere the
ca.pit.a.List states are busily 1improv-ing the techrri:oal faciHties for -the
mobiJisation of large native contingents.

staindiing wmies.

III
The reformist slogans which were adopted by the two SocialDemocrat,ic Intematio'l.11als of Youth 1have miserably failed: general
disarmament, arbitration, ·i[li:emational coort of justice, Lea:i:,,D'l.1e of
Nations, ,i ntern,ational control oif the manufacture of munitions, experience has proved these slogans to the -ba:se .and ,iUUJSory. The
reformists have used catchwords to mi'Sle~d the proletariat.
1
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However, they mve not once sihow111 any inclination to fight for their
ow!Il slogans.
Under the pre.~sure of the ma:sses, thie Amsteiidam International,
,a t it& conigil"ess :in Rome, gave out the slogan of the geneml strike in
the event of war. llblis step, however, is wholly in aidequate to
prevent iimp-erjal~st W'a11S, siinoe the Aims1te11dtam International is doing
natl-ring wihatev·er to prepare the masses for action or to wJn over·
the ail.mies by meians of r-evoh1tioniary prnpa,gandia. A general strike
iagaioo1t war ran be effective only. if the proletariat 1s ideologically
aitlid technically pTeparnd to resist the aiggressions of the bourgeoisie,
and that on the very day when ,w ar is declared.
Tih e general strike wJll ·either assume the character of a real
armed struggle, en1dl1ng 1n i!he triumph of the working class and its
accession to power, or dse it wdll lead to the crus:hing defeat of
the proletaliiiat. To provide 1agaiinst the possdb:ility of s:uch a defeat 1
the armies mu.st 1b e ·induced to siide w:it!h ~md fight for the proletariaL
This can be accomplished only by systematic propaganda among the·
troops, aJ11Jd iby the establiisihmlent of a network of m.wlei among them_
The Aimste11Clam International has refused to accept the slogan and
the plan of aimmng the proletariat. It refuses to make preparntions.
for a revoliuti{)lll!ary struggle ,t o support the general strike against
the war. It refuses to \V'in over the bourgeois armies, to the cause
of .t'he working cla'SiS lby fomJ.iing ia S3/.stem of nuclei within the armies,
and by these refusals -it aga•in !betrays the working dass a,nd assures.
its severe ,defeat.
The Amsterdam International summoned a "pacifist world
congress" iat w1lri.ch reformists of •all shades united in a manifestoagainst Wrar and m~litmii-sm. T11e proletariat has nothing to expect
from -suoh conferences •in which the mual misleaidi:ng reformist platitudes are reiterated anid the "!bloc" with the pacifist left lboiurgeai.sie is cemented. On the contrary, such conferences only undermilile the militant spirit of the masses and 'b1ind them to the machiTI!ations of ,t he imperialists.. llhe two Sooi al Democrtarf:ic Internahlonals
of Youth, at their Sa:lzJburg Conference made no decisioo regarding
the struggle against militmism and reaction. By referring the young
workers to the pacifist conference in Amsterdam, they have connived
in the crime of, and the betrayial by the Amsterdam Trade Union
Interna:tiona:l and the Social-Democratic Internationals of the:
work,ing class of the world.
1
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The Yoong Commu[lii.6,t Intematiornal, wthich uphoMs the prJnciples of uncompromising opposition to petty bourgeois democr.atie
paoi.fnsm, the necessity for 1dJis1armi'll'g the boUTgeoisi!e, the disintegmiJion of ~he lbomgeais army ·in arider to prevent its use by and
iliar ,the b01urgeois1 clas1s and to leald 1it 1into the proletarian ramp;
today, in view of the growdilllg, dad,ly more savage militarJsm, md
ti.he increias-ing dcl!Ilger of war, e1mphiasi.ses the follow1ing demands:
(1) Oan:cellation of the treaties of Vernalilles, St. Germain,
Trtlanon, Sevres andl the otlher imperi1aldst pads 1arud agu.wments
Stigneid after the wru-.
(2) W'ar a1g ainst 1armamoots:
(a) conti.nruous efforts to awaken t!he prnletadan class
conscioUJSness 1arudl to rouse ,the worilrers' opposition to
ia11mamen:ts;
,
(b) strug,gle for the effectiNe Jiegal ;and il.Jegal control of the
manufacture of iall war materiial an:d its idiistrib:ution and
tr.31Il'Sport iby worlrers' organiisaiilions;
(c) an. intematiooal struiggle a-gia'.irnt the marn.t:facture and
transiporrt of war rmateri:al, wthich stnuggle mru:st -go as
the p,r,eventiioo of s1ttch mianufadure amid transport.
(3) Systelmaitic prnpiaiganJclli! w:ithin the army:
(1a) fior -fue improvement oif the matertiial coodliti•o o of t!he
·so1diers;
~b) recognition of the $ol1dliers' cirv:ic rights oif a.s sem!bly ooJd
·suffra,ge ood their irig1ht ,to read proletarian newspapers
and to frequent proletiari,an. circles (trnlde rtmioos, lalbour
•exchianges, ia:rud .Party quarters).
(4) Support of the demarudls orf ·fhe coloodal so1diiers for political
equality, anid the ·iiinJprQIVemerut: orf tiheir maieriaJ co!ll!ditionis. Systema:tic propaganda writhm. their iranb to rouse them 1agaiinst fue
imperJalism w hdoh •i s ke6prn-g them in subjection.
(5) Inteinsilicaihl,on ,of the dete111:niiination orf the lbroiad masses to
oppose wiar by every means, from street demoostratioo'S ·t o •general
strikes, rebellion, and the transformation of capitalist war into
a vevo1utiom1ry class stmggle.
1
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IV
llhe $hmgg:le ibieing waiged lby the :bourgeoisie throughout the
world for the re-establ~i:;hment of its toppling political domination
3
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and aigaim st ·the growing militant movement of the worikirng class,
1

finds expr-ession in the economic offonsiive of caipi tal 1as well as in

th.e S01Vage rpoliti,cal reaction whi1dh is ·g row1inig ap.aoe ra nd which has
1a'lrealdy oulminla:teid, in marny c01ULO.triies, ~rn i!he open rule of \'Vihite
Terror. The worilcing olarss of the Baltic bo111d~ States ood Polall!d,
finkmd, Jugo-Sl1a1V1ia, Ruman1iia, Hoogiary, Italy, Spain :and fille United
~fates ~s suffering ,u;ntol1d tmbures U'I1der the s,way of ~his white
rerror. The ,bou1.1geoisie is endea:vourtin,g to deprive the working
dass Olf all ,i ts p'o otical vi·g Ms, to 1dlesuoy, or iat least to throttle, its
org.miisations; to confiscate ia.11 •its: pmrperty, sruch as trade iUl!llion
premises, l:aihour ihtalls, educati911al _linstitutioos, or to !destroy them
by fire .1arnd sword. I,µ tihose coruntfi.e.s only ·the ,r-ceadhierous 1lea!ders
of the. Sociral.JDemocr.acy, hmdhmen of the ibourgeoiis1ie, 'a re iallowe:d
to work openly. All revolutionary movements are crushed with the
greatest brutality, by legal and illegal means. The reactionaries are
daily a!ssassdnaNng communist fighters or thmwing them into
prison. Clas,s justice is wielded qu:ite frarnkly and brazenly as a
practical war-ti.me measure.
·
However, the rnacti-0111 is iassumin-g more power in other countries also. In Germany Hie reactionary organ,isiations commit murder
after rmu:rider and prepare, daily mooe openly, for a monarchi'St coup
d'etat; wihdl·~ the class justice of ·tihe official democratic government
and . the reactionary volunteer armies throttling the working
_c lass and is permitting reaction full sway. The ruling nationaHst bloc in France and the ultr.a reactionary monarchist bloc
brutally suppress the working class movement by force of arms and
encourage the formation of •a rmed !bourgeois organis,atiOD.S-. OhechoSlovak,i1a, 1alwia.ysi famed for 1its brutal persecutions of the liaibour
movem~nt, is preparing anti-communist ·1egislation on the JugoSlavian .model. "Liberal" England is using every means to throttle
the revoluti.ooary move.merit and to rob fue tralde ,u nions of their
political rights. Following the example of Italy, Jugo-Slavia and
such countries, reaction is arming itr,elf everywhere.
The mafa1Stay of reaction :and whdte terror are the :armed class
organisations of the bQrUI1geais:ie which •e ither condluct activities
q uite openly, as do the fiasoists !in Italy and Jugo-Sfaviia, the remnants of tihe Wmnigel .army in the Ba,1:k.ains, ·t he Amerfoan Legion
andl fu'e Ku Klux Klan in the United States, the offiders' g,angs
in Hungary ainid Spain, or iai1e -or-gani&irrg ianid arming t!hemselves for
tihat p1.111pase, 1a s· in France, Austr.ia, and Ger-many. The Bourgeoisie
1
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is recruiting its own organisations for the time when, in a great
.social cr.isis, it wm be 11.maible to ooe ~ts regular standing alimies,
.either becartLSe of the limitations imposed! lby the peace treaties, or
because of tlhe di.s11t11ption of the t:mops by propaganda from withiITT.
"The orgaJD.iisations thus created show ian increia.lS'ing tendency to replace the permanent a1:1mies in the maintenance of the bourgeois
social order. Tihese or~anisahlons have the support of the miHtary:natiooa1ist youth organisations, boy scoiuts, sport 1associiations,
church lads ibriga!des, stare militiary preparatory mstitutions for the
_youth, etc., ·and frequently drnw, from them their best recruits.
1

V

Under the reign of white terror and reaction, tihe wooldng class
youth suffers incredible ha11ds'hips. Not only do ,the yoong workers
.shiare in every respect the fate of their older comrades-thousainds
of y01111g militants are langnriSJhin:g in prisons and many of them
'haive laid: down their lives, for the revoliution,-but the persecutions
-Of reaction iare directed with ·especial ferocity ~d in the first line
:against the young worikers (organisations which haive 1ailwiays fought
in the forefrnnt against reaction and militarism). The young workers
are frequently deprived of their right of organ~<;ation, while the
reactionary bourgeois youth enjoys every privilege to organrse politioaUy and militarily, aI1Jd oarr-ies on its criminal activities under the
protection of the government. It has been a frequent experience of
the young workers that even their purely economic manifestations
have been put down by brute force; the bourgeoisie has not hesitated
-to use ~rmed force against peaceful demonstrations of young worxers. This has been proved .again by the new wiave of persecutions
against_ ·the Leaigues in Germany, 1Fmnoe, a!D!d Cheoho-lSlovakia, following in the waike of the International Day of Youth. The Y.C.L. of
,Checlio-Slovakia :l:ras !been 1diS1banided ,several times iby fille autorities;
the French League has for yea:ris been the object of the oitter persecutions of a reactionary government. In the House of Commons,
.a bill ihas ibeen irni:rOldluced forlb~ddi,ng the young Engl[sih workers to
organise iaind oarry on revolutionary propaganda. The _whole N.E.C.
of the Spanish League has been incarcerated for its propaganda
·against the· Riff wiar, ainid was :b rought before ,a martial court. The
Derman comrialdes !have to mourn aga[n this year the death of several
<Comrades struck down by reaction. Terror rages against the Leagues
in America, the Balkans, etc.
3•
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VI
Tihe Th111d Congress of the Young Communist International,.
wffliich set titselcf ~he task of intenS!ifyling the struggle against militarism ianid rieaction, must carefoilly :analyse the past expe1iences of
the woJ.1lciing cliass in its resistance ia'gadnst ma.di.on and white terror.
The commundst theory alone hias been :borne out by the events
wlhJ,dh have sihown the fact that force is the only defence against
rnactionary iaggress,ion 'aTild white terror. However, a small isolated
communist militant organisation cannot conduct 1quch a struggle.
U requires •the united front of the w!hole workiing class unider the
leaid~rs.hiip of the Communist lPiarties.
tBut v,ery s~ldom iare the armed bO'Urgeois organiisatioil1S recruited
entirely from the r:anks of th'e big bo111rgeoisie, bhe lmded dnterests.
anidl the military oaste; rather, these form the nuclei of suoh organisations. The majority consists of petty-bourgeois, declared antisocial ianid degraded elements wihiich are driven into these organisations lby force or lby misery. ,We must carry ()Jllr political propaganda into •these orgianiiis1ations to ma1ke these proletarian elements
:realise th'e sih:ame of their situation, :anld to awaken their class.
conscion.i1sness, This will mailre them :useless as tools of the bour1geoi,sie, ood wiill disrupt these reactionary organi&ations. T1he proletari1an organisations mu.st combat mercilessly all manifestations of
armed bourgeois v:iolenoe. Tthe disruptive process w!ithin; these or•gianisatioos :will lbe hastend lby the constant, determined struggle
carried on 1agams.t them by the organdsat:ons of th'e working class_
Tihe Yaung Communist Leagues must carry on systematic propaganda and eiduoational work ,a mong the young workers, to rouse•their opposition t:o politioal reaction iand white terror ,and to prepareiliem for active resistance.
Their own members must be prepared physically, technically, and
orgaintl.sationally for the :iinal struggle against reaction, fa order to
ifoJ.1m the nuclei for the militant masses of the working class.
At this juncture, t!h'e Voung Communist International b1ings
forwruid the following idemands:(1) AboUtioo of military courts, anid amnesty for the political
pi.iis,ooer.s of capita1ism. .
(2) Rdg,ht of organisation ,a nd assembly for the working class ancf
~ts youth organisations.
1
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-(3) Disarmament aoo disbandment of the reactionary organisarions and their youthful counterparts. Abolition of compulsory capitald.st militiary training for the youth.
( 4) ·A11minig of the woriking class for eelf-protection.
,(5) Political and economic boycott of those countries where white
terror is in power.
(6) Political and economic boycott of those countries where white
tries.

VII
The pecuHar po.siit-i9in of the working class youth in relation to
militarism, for which it supplies the chief contingen~i; from its own
ranks, ,assci.gns to the Leaigiues an especiially active role in the struggle
.against milita11ism. However, the pr,i ndples of the Y.C.I. make it
incumbent upon the Leagues that the struggle against militarism
and reactioll' should not be left to the isolated efforts of the Young
Communist Loogues, :but shoru1d lbe carried on i n close collaiborn.tioo
with the Communist Parties and ru'1Jlder their giuitdanoe. Unlike the
·Social-Democratic !Parties, the Communist Parties :do not shr-ink from
this work; on the contrary, it is one of the chief items of their programme. It •is only thus that fu,e anti.,militar,ist a'!l!d anti-reactionary
.struggle can 'g row to its full strengvh anid sig,nificance.
1
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RESOLUTION
on ihe

PROGRAMME

T

HE Third Congress of the Y.C.I. resolves,:
(1) To adopt as a baisis the new draft of the programmeproposed by the E.C. of the Y.C.I.
(2) To instruct the next Bureau Session to decide upon the
progrnimm'e dn ,i ts definite 1and firl'al form.
(3) To carry on a thoroug,h discussion regarding the programme·
-in the leagiues.
(4) To instmct the E.C. to publis,h the Berlin Programme anct.
the draft for the new programme in the more important languages_
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:RESOLUTION
on the
ECONOMIC DEMANDS OF THE PROGRAMME
OF THE YOUNG COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

·

S

INCE the second World Congress iSjc;ued its call to battle for
the economic demands of the workiing class yOJuth, the economic movement amongst the young workers has grown considerably. Increasing economic presisure is sowing the seeds of
dissatisfaction Jn the r,anks of the yo,ung workers and apprentices,
and is giving th'em a great •impetus iin tiheiir economic struggle. Under fhe leaidership ain!d wJth the cooperation of the Y01mg Communist Leagues a numlber of battles were fought. In these .struggles
the Leagues left the realm of fueoretioa l propaganda anid took up
the struggle for, practical demands. In spite of the dliffernnt conditions in the various countries, the basic and fundamental facts of
the situation of tlze working class youth are the same everywhere, and
in all the struggles a need for definite common aims and for joint
economic action of the Young Communist Leagues became evident.
This was all the more necessary as, iin fue present sta.ge of 1hist01ical
,development, this tight must ever more and more assiume an inter:
national character.
(2) The iiundamental feature of tlhe positrion of the working class
youth in capitalist society (their inclusion in the procer,s of production
as fully developed workers ,aT]ld objects of exp1aitatioo ·,undk:r the
system of wage slavery, and their deliberate exclusion from education)
jg, the same -in every co1mtry anid 1
demiands the 1Uniited applicahlon
of the lever of oiur ha.sic demands. The $W'eating methods prevaiHng
today in the apprenttlce.s1rip system, and the exclusion from vocahlona1
·}raining of the overwhelming majuriity of the iwof'king class youth,
due to the endeavours of capitaHsm to reduce the num!b'er of highly
pa iid skiilled wor.kers ,arud to compel stil'l more worker.si to perform
underpaid unskilled labour, are also international phenomena. In
1
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some countries there is an attempt to veil these facts by a system of
compulsory contit]uation sd10ol tra1ining. Tib.e aibsolete conditions
prevailing m SIUCh schools, wlhicli ,in most oases only serve to intensify the exploitafi0111 ~by ·th'e extension of working hQ<Urs, 1b y rausing
extra expenses, etc.) ,call for an <energetic struggle for •a number of
measiures towards their systematic and thomugth rev,ieion. T!he fact,
furthermore, that tire young workers, perlormi'Il'g th·e olalbour of
adult workers, receive lower wages than the latter-wag~~ which
ha11cfly suff.ice to sustain life,-iar1d still more, the miseralble wages
of the apprentices ,anJd the idiscriimina.rioo in the trea.tm:ent of young
as 1agaiinst ~dult workers in the matter of unemployment benefotsall these fads necessitate the estaMishment of 'immediate aoo concrete
demmds on the wage system of juvm,i,le falboor. T'he long working
:hours whi,oh menace tihie physioal and mental well-lbcing of the young
workers, the nigiht worik, the 1'aok of :recreation anid holidays, lead
t'he working d:ass youth of al l countries -to set up definite deman!ds.
The present hJgiienic con!ditians :u1J.1Jder which the youth ,is wot1king
are horni.lble; child 1a'.bour is still lbei:ng ·employ6d. Tihe agricultural
young worke:ris are siu:bject to particular exploitation. In spite of the
varyi'Il'g ~ooal conditions, t'he mis€'r.a1ble situation of the wo11king class
youth is the same .ev'eryw!here in the capitaHst wodd. From this
fact at1ises the 111ecessity of setting up economic demands of an international _character and of combining them into an international pro1
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gramme of demands.

(3) The wonkri.'l]g ,d ass youth has previously !had •a n ,international
economic progra'Illme, "Demands for the Economic Protection of
the Yaufu", aidopted a th'e ~rst congress of the YOU111g International
at Stuttgart, in 1907. Although the fundamental basis of this programme 1is still the prope:rty oif t'he working dass youth, it can no
more be· cons·i'c1 ernd ra•s tthe !basis of rhe economic sh1uggte ,of the
Y.C.I. anld must ibe revised and ammded. This programme !does not
giive attention to the .all,important question d wages of the young
wo:rkers, nor dloes iit idema~d the raidioal transfo11mation of the
system of system of •education arnd vocational training, 1but contents
itself w1ith ref.mmist demalll!ds for the improvement of th'e present
system of apprentice-ship. furtihermore, the age liimit for $barter
working hours must be extooded, and the prnblem of lholi1d!ays, w:hich
-is ommitred ·irn the old progrnmme, must be dealt with. A!bove all,
however, the Stuttgart minimum programme is a programme of
1
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demands for reforms to be carried into practice within the bounds
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of eiapitalist society by means of reformist methods. It lacks those
elements which go beyond the limit of capitalist society and which
serve to break it down, and which can be fully realised only after
the overthrow of capitalism. I ts avowed purpose is to " eliminate
the worst instances of exploitation which prevent its victims even
from participation in the struggle against the present economic
system ". The militant programme of the Young Communist International, however, cannot respect the exigencies of the capitalist
economic system nor be merely a means to eliminate the worst instances of the exploitation of the working class youth. It must become
an instrument for the elimination of all exploitation and must proclaim the ultimate 1and fundamental aim of the economic struggle of
the young workers: the complete trans!ormation of the conditions of
juvenile labour, and its socialist reorganisation.
Therefore,, the Young Communist International, the leader of
the class conscious working class youth, has elaborated a new progriamme of economic demands of the young workers which it herewith
submits to the great mass of the oppressed and exploited young
proletariat and to the entire working class.
The basis and aim of our programme is the
SOCiiALIST REORG~NISATION OF JUVENILE LABOUR.
This means
AJBOLITION OF WAGE SLAVERY FOR ALL YOUNG
WORKERS UP TO 18 YiEARS~ WHO MUST BE CARED
FOR BY THE STATE AND TREATED FROM AN
EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW UNTIL THEY
HAVE ATTAINED THIS AGE.
Our partial demands for all young workers of both sexes op to
18 years (relentl'ess oppostion to all. child falbaur ·is a matter of
course) are the following:
Minimum wages ranging from the subsistence minimum
upwards. Equal w-ag•es for equal work for young and adult workers of both sexes. Progressive grading of apprenticec;' wages
during the course of apprenhlceship.
If the six hour tlay is esta!blished, wages are ro be paid
for eiglht hours.
Wag'e.s of all young wo:rkers to be determined tb y· 'trnde
union agreements.
1
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Six hour working day with the ,inclusion of, and fuU pay
for, ,continiuafaon school hours.
1f orty-four horur week...ood rest.
Strict prolhibition of night work for all young workers up,
to 20 years.
Prohibition of piece work and the speeding .up system.
Fully pia,id four wee!ks' ,annual vacation. Free accomodation
of young worrlrern ,in recreatioo homes, sanatoriums, etc.
Prohilbit!ion of yoong worikers up to 20 years :beil]g employed
iirr shops and ·~ndmstries injmious to their !health {glass worksr
underground work ,in the mines, certain branches of the chemical.
industry, etc.).
,
Equal unemployment doles for young and 1adult workers;
unemployment doles ralJl.'ging from the subsistence minimum
upwards.

Compulsory ,employment of the runemployed yoruth either in
shops or training schools whrl:ch guiar,antee continuation of
training for the yorung workers who have !been compelled to
interrupt their apprentioesh ip.
Regarding technical training and the apprentice-ship system our
demands iare ias follows:
· Compulsory free anJd complete trade education for all young
wo1-!kers ruip to 18 years.
Technical traiining to !be !based on practical work and
regiulated! .aicco11diing to the principles of the work-.shop schools
(factoriies, :etc.). The lb.asi'S for thiis is the estalbHshment of special
iappr:entices' departme:nts illl tihe factories.
fisfolblisihment of comlmon training shops for a number of
, home and petty industries, in W'hich part of the working hours
are to b'e spent.
AJbolition of Jind'iviidu.:al indentures., .anld the inclusion of the
apprentices ,i n ia.11 colle,cii,ve .agreements.
lAboHNoo of apprentices' sweating by strict rngrulamons
regardirrg the right to en]ploy -apprentices (miarimum nrumber
of iapp!ientioesi in proportion to a definite number of workers,
severe punishment for miJStrnatment and for offences against
wor:king •h ours and protecti~e '1'egdslation).
Two years .apprenticeship, including the probation period,
which is quite sufficient in consideration the present capitalist
cha1.1acter of work
1
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Prohibition to ocoupy apprentices with work not belonging
to their traide.
Prohiilbition of the "liv1ing in" system.
Strict supervision of apprenticeship by the or.gans of the
wo11kin:g dass (trade unions, shop councils).
;Laib()IUT orgianisations and their representatives to ihave a
voice in the srupervision of the -training shops and trade schools.
Apprentices (pupils) to elect councils for the s,ame purpose.
For the establishment of a militant front with the adult working
class, the Y.C.I. has formulated the following demands:
Young workers to have foll rights on. all shop councils. ·
You'I]g workern to be ,accepted on. ·eqrual terms into the trade
.unrions, ibiut to pay lower dues.
(4) These demands of the Young Communist International
require of the capitalist system a complete change of the present
wage system for the young workers. The determination of the wages
of the young workers, as well as oif the appr,entioos, must not be
left to the ,a rbitrary decision oif the rapacioius employer, hut must
be done by collective contracts of the trade unions. Under no
circumstances can we furth'er tolernte that the wages of the young
workers not even suffice for their bare necess,ities of life; the
mini'II11ll.m of suib.s·istence must constitute the basis for the minimum
wage of the young workers. The disgraceful custom, fatal to the
entire proletariat, of paying to young workers who do the work
of aidiuUs, lo wer wages than to the latter, thus causing continuous
competition ,between young and ,a dult workers, must 1be abolished.
Equal wage.s for equal work! The intensified exploitation of the
proletarian girl must cease. T-he demand for equal wages for equal
labour applies to her as well ias to the young male workers. The
six horur ,day, once iesfabHshed, must not be of disadvantage for the
young workers; they must receive waiges for an eight hour day.
As long ias cap:itaEst apprenticeship continrues to exist as a feature
of juvenile wage~slavery, and as long as the socialist reorganisation
of yoiu~h laibour and the care for the welfare of the young workers
is not yet brought aiborut, the apprentices must receive increases in
wa,g es corresponding to the skill .acquired, i e. graded ,increases
in wia,g es mrrespornding to the :respective wa1g es of the ~killed
worikers. W.ith regard to the present s,ha:m.eful wage system, the
fact must ibe mentioned, that iin most countriies unempl,oyed young
1
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workers an!d apprentices rnceiive, at best, mucli lower .unemployment
doles than tihe ,a:dult wor~ers, aitl'd in most cases none at all. The
young workers, however, must not only sustain Hie just ·a s the
aidult ,Workers must, ibut they are exposed much more to the dangers
Df misery and often lose the possvbility of learning a trade. From
these facts results the imperative necessity for the demandjq of the
Y.C.I. for equal unemployment doles for young and adult workers
and for thie esta,bHshment of waining .shops for the former.
The six hour day for ·young workers was also a demand of the
Stuttgart programme and, under ,the pressure of the young workers,
even the antagonist Internationals of Youth had to include this
<leman,d in their programmes. Considering the critical and early
stage of development of the youth and their need for mental education
.and physical training, no one will today deny the imperative necessity
-0f the six hour day. Furthermore, the prohibition of night work for
.all youths up to this age in shops and industries injurious to their
health, is a mafter of course for the working class which does not
want its youth to be destroyed in the bloorn of its years. We strive for
a physically and mentally healthy younger generation; every young
worker must receive sufficient holidays and good care during these
holidays, as well as sufficient week-end rest.
The Y.C.I., furthermore, advocates a number of demands for the
transformation of the present apprenticeship system and for trade
.education for all young workers, which capitalism has rr,.ade the expensive privilege of a few. This compulsory trade education is not
to have the character of the present bourgeois apprenticeship and continuation schools where the pupils are exploited and receive no real
training in their trade but these schools must provide practical
training based on the principles of the workshop school and exduding all exploitation. Although this demand can be realised only under
the rule of the working class, it must, nevertheless, be raised even
today. The basis of this education must be the apprentices' department
in every industry, which is to be completed by the workshop schools.
By the abolition of individual indentures and through strict control
by the organisations of the working class, apprenticeship must be
wrested from the control of capital and regulated by the collective
.agreements of the trade unions. The exploitation of juvenile labour in
apprenticeship, the sweating of apprentices, the claim of the rights of
the employer, must be ruthlessly fought, and the apprentice who per1
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forms the labour of a worker must have the status and the rights of a
w-vrker. If, for purposes of exploitation, the training of apprentices
in industrial enterprises is entrusted to a worker in the general shop
or takes place in piece work squads, this state of affairs must be radically changed. Special apprentices' departments equipped with all
modern conveniences for training must be established in all factories
and must provide the principal part of education. Under capitalism
these apprentices' departments must be strictly controlled by the
working class in order to prevent the numerous abuses by the capi~li~&
.
The small medieval workshop, whose hour of doom has struck,
cannot be the sole place of modern technical education, for today the
chief object is to train useful workers for industry. The establishment
of collective training shops for a number of home and petty industries
in which apprentices devote part of their time to technical education
is a necessity, as long cl!" the apprenticeship system continues to exist
in handicraft. The form of these depends upon the practical possibilities: either apprentices' departments in great industrial enterprises.
or practice in continuation schools. Under the slogan of socialist reorganisation of juvenile labour the Young Communist International
demands the education of all young workers up to 18 years. But this.
extensive education which can only be realised in a socialist society,
has nothing wh~tsoever to do with the technical training under a
specialised capitalist system. For every apprenticeship, lasting longer
than two years, capitalist greed it the only motive. Hence, the Y.C.I.,
now as before, demands of the capitalist system the old Stuttgart
demand: A two years maximum for all apprentices-which is today
more justified than ever since the division and specialisation of labour
has advanced considerably in the course of the fifteen years since the
Stuttgart congress.
(5) What is the essence of our partial demands and their relation to our revolutionary struggle? Above all they can be judged
only as part of the whole, of our entire militant activities, and of
which they constitute an inseparable part. Hence, if we formulate irI
programme of partial demands, we do so with a view to our ultimate
goal: the proletarian revolution and the establishment ·o f a socialist
society. All our propaganda and all our work is governed by the
knowledge that capitalism is incapable of granting a decided im·
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provement in the situation of the proletariat and in the organisation
of juvenile labour.

Our partial demands are those which the working class must
formulate to keep intact the life and health of its youth, who must be
strengthened both physically and mentally for the class struggle and
must be made valuable assets of the proletarian state that is to be.
When preparing such demands, the working class cannot follow the
example of the Social-Democrats and consider whether or not such
demands may be adjusted to the interests of capitalist economy. Only
the degree of pauperisation which the proletariat uan endure and yet
retain its fighting qualities, can determine our actions, not the needs
and the exigencies of capitalist society. On the contrary-in the
hands of the communists these partial demands become a lever of
action with which to bring about revolutionary movements and to
undermine the power capitalism. This can be accomplished all the
sooner since the minimum demands for the workers' standard of living
which were commonly acknowledged before the war, are today no
longer being realised in the period of the decline of capitalism, and
will lead to bitter struggles between the working class and capital.
While the Y.C.I. is thus fighting for a decisive improvement in the
economic situation of the working class youth, it subordinates this
.struggle to the interests of the general revolutionary struggle of the
working class.
The realisation of the most modest demands can today be
achieved only by bringing into play the economic and political power
of labour, i. e., by means of the revolutionary strugglt. A clear recognition of this fact, which finds its expression in the communist
policy in parliaments and municipal council'.", distinguishes the economic struggle of the communist organisations from the reformist
policy of the Social-Democrats who, driven by the fear, of the necessity
for a revolutionary struggle, have sacrificed the most elementary and
vital demands of the working class to the capitalist dictatorship; who
have carefully refrained from calling upon the maic,ses and who discriminate between "economic" problems and political struggles. This is
a very serious mistake which the social democrates share with the
"pure" syndiealists.
The more determined the struggle becomes which the masses
make for their demands, the greater will be the resistance of capital.
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The determination to struggle will increase in the masses and they
will learn to look with confidence upon the communist organisations
while, on the other hand, they will have the practical experience of the
shallowness of the social democratic policy. The Communist Party
-or the Young Communist League will fight on the side of the masses,
showing them by clear and cutting criticism, the connections between
the various problems, the reasons for their successes and their def eats,
and the significance of their struggle. To the degree in which struggles for. partial demands mobilise ever greater masses of workers ( and
it is the task of the communist organisations to extend, intensify and
combine such struggles under concrete slogans) ; to the degree in
which, in this struggle, {he needs of the proletarian masses are
-Opposed to the needs of capitalist society-in that degree will the
working class realise that if it wants to live, capitalist society must
perish. This knowledge is 'the basis of the determination for the
.struggle for the proletarian dictatorship.
Thus the struggle for the economc partial demands becomes the
training school for the broad masses of the working class youth which
are still apathetic or muddled.
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RESOLUTION
on the

UNITED FRONT

HE T\hi11(:JI Congress of ~he Yoong Communist International,.
,after hearmg fue report on the united front, declares:The E.C. h~ done ,its utmost to establis,h a united front of
the yoong workers in the struggle against the offensive of capital
ianld reaction.
However, ,all ,its proposals ian:d attempts in that ·direction have
failed, owmg to the Tesi'Stance of the two Social-Democratic Internationals ,of Youflr which '1.1efUJSed to convoke a world congress of
young workers thaving for :its object the elaboration of a plan of
,action to meet the ,demands of the working class youth for an
effective resistance against paiuperisation, and against the growth
of reaction '~rnd militarism. Thus the international -leaders of the
social-democratic youth organisations have sabotaged the p<)l,;;sibility
for ,an effective resistance to the offensive of capital. Tihey not only
refused to form a united front of the working class youth of the
whole world, but they considered it their chief task to form a bloc,
not aga,inst capital, 'but against the Yom:rg Communist InternaionaL
The congress is of the opinion that the united front tactics are
nevertheless the only possible measures for pro1V.i!ding the working
class youth with the neceRsary weapons for the struggle against the
bourgeoisie. It them.fore instmcts tihe E.C. of the Y.C.I. to continue
its efforts for th'e ·establighment of a rumted front of the working
class youth ,as well ~ of that of the yooog and iaJdult workers.
In Vliew of the fact fillat the Hagiue Conference has brought
no positive results and since the young workers more than any other
section of the proletar-iat will have to serve as cannon, fodder in the
threatening wars, fue Thiird Congress instructs the E.C. to approach
the two other Intematfolf1lals of Yoruth w~th the proposal to establish
a united front for the struggle against war and reaction and to
elaborate a plan for joint action with these two organisations.

T
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The congress urges ,all Leagrues, and each individual member

of the Youil!g Communist International, to <lo·their and his utmost
,in thris sh.i111ggle against a: new war anrd reaction, so fillat the working
class youth, by its united front, can demonstrate to filie !bourgeoisie
that rit will not iagain allow itself to lbe slaughtered for the -interests
of capitalism.
Long live the united front of fue working dass yooth !
Long Live the joint struggle against war and reaction!
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RESOLUTION
on ihe

PROBLEM OF SPORTS

FTER hearing the report on the sports problem, the Third
Congress states that .it is necessary for the sections af the
Y.C.I. to .intensify their adirvity on this field.
,A,boy;e all the Young Communist Leagues must carry on an
energetic l"truggle against the bourgeois athletic and sport organisations which, .under the treacherOUIS mask of neutrality, ,are detracting large sections orf ~he proletariat from the class .stiiuggle and
are, in many countr:ies, only a pretense for the -illegal arming of the
counter-revolutionary ,shock troops of the bourgeoi,siie. The Young
Communist Leag1ues must enideay;our to disintegrate these organisations a.n!d to !induce their proletarian elements to join the labour
sport anJCll afuleti_c organisations. Where 'Such bodies are not yet
in existence, it :is the duty of the Young Communist Leaigues to see
to it that sections of the Red Sport International are -immediately
estaiblii19hed.
·
Tihe Young Communist Leag,ues must, forthermore, carry on a
pers,istent fight aig,ainst the so-caUed compulsory physic.al training
or compulsory military training lby the State, which in the capitalist
states, are but idi·sguiood fotms of militar-ism. In those capitalist
states where fuis compllllsory physical training or compulsory
military training exist, the communists must employ the same tactics
.a;~ in the struggle against militarism, i. e. they must participate
in it with a view to carrying on propaganda amongst the proletarian
elements and to win them for the class shuggie.
In the faibour athletic .and sport organisations, the majority
of wihioh are still 1mder social-democratic control, and which therefore, bring a reformist influence to bear upon the young workers,
the Young Communist Leaigues must carry on systematic edrucational
work. They mUJSt counter-act the bourgeois sport activities which
are hinidet"ing the development of that proletarian soliiidar-ity so
1
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necessary for the class struggle. , They must expose the bourgeois
claim of neutrality of fue sports and athletic movement and must
oppose every coHaJbo:ration with the lbourgeoisi,e. Only by such
activ1ty1 oanie!d on in dose contact with the Commrtniist Parties,
<:an t-he Yoong Communist Le.agues tum the labour athletic and
.sport clubs into active organisations and imbue them with a class
character. This systematic wo11k of the Young Communist Leagues
-does not, of course, aim at splitting the labour sports and athletic
organ~sations. On the contrary, just as witliin fhe trade runions,
the commun~i,ts oppose the splitting policy of the social-democrats,
and stand for the <:omplete unity of the labour sport movement.
For this purpose tihe members of fhe Yaung Commrunist Leagues
within the labcur sports and athletic organisations are combined
into fra:ctions in order to capture the majority of the clubs and
have them affiliate to the R~d Sport International.
The Youn1g Communist Leagu·es must endeavour to establish
,d ose and fr:ienidly relations with the already ex}sting commlll.Ilist
sports and athletic organisations, a:s wen · as br.ing about efficient
·cooperation with the communist fractions in fuose organisations
which are still rt11J11der social~democratic control. Generally speaking,
rhe Young Commun}st Leagues must iattempt to prut their relations
with the labour athletic and sports organisations on a basis which
will excliude any competition or rivalry between the members.
The Thi1id Corngress abstains from adopting definite theses on
the prdblem of the labour .sports andi iafuletic organisations, but
instructs the Foort'h Bureau Session of the Y.C.I. to ela:borate them
and to come to a definite decision on the controversial questions
which have arisen in the discussion. In order to enable the Fourth
Bureau Session of the Y.C.I. to carry out this task ~md to enliven
the activity of the Leagues on this field, it is necessary that the
E.C. il the Y.C.I. should not only issue instructions for their practical
work and supervise it, lbrut ,i t should pay special attention to being
supplied with material on this question on the part of the Leagues.
The E.C. must thoroughly analyse this material with a view to
bringing about definiteness and clarity on the fundamental attitude
of fue Y.C.I. with regavd to the sport problem.
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RESOLUTJON
on ihe

WORK IN THE COUNTRIES OF THE NEAR
.
AND FAR EAST

HE growth and development of the communist movement among
the working class youth in the countries of the Near and Far East
has made considerable progress during the last year. The reso1 lutions of the Second Congress on the problem of the work amongst
the Oriental peoples and the energetic action of the congress of the
working class youth of the Far East have considerably advanced the
organisations of the young workers of these countries under the banner of the Y.C.I.
During the past year organisations were established in China
and Corea. The essential foundations for the definite formation of
the Y.C.L. of Japan were laid down. The revolutionary youth organisation of Mongolia became affiliated with the Y.C.I.; and connections
were established with the Y.C.L. of Turkey. These, however, were
only the preliminary accomplishements. The Young Communist
International is still confronted with the task of furthering and
strengthening the development of the movement as a whole. Unfo.rtunate1y ,i t must ibe stated that, so far, the movement has affected
only Asia anid thiat Africa ,h as -soarcely as yet been touched.
(2) Tihe ,g rowth and the consoHdation of the movement enables
the Y.C.I. to present to th·e Young Communist Leagues of the
Oriental counhiies a nru!I11lber of mew ta$k-s for the extension of their
practical work and for their organisational improvement.
China. The Young Socialist League of China was formed during
the period of a. most acute str.uggle agiarnst -imperialism. 'f.his fight
was e:speda11y siupported by the revolutionary-nationalist students,
who are the most vi1gomus •social force rim GMna. The YoungSooiaHst Lea,gue of China was formed of the most active left elements
among ,the students. Withiin the Leag,ue, however, there remained

T
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.a few traces of the general students' movement in the form of

confliqts between 1dtlfferent tendenciest (the right-nationalist-ldlberal
elements on the one hanid and the left-anarchistic on the other).
At the time of the first congress of the YoUDig SodaHst League
of China this internal struggle haid practically oome to an end. At
th is congress the Lea1gue ,w as already a strong and ideologically
unrrform organisation. Tthis was 0chieved by pradical work ,in a
number of mass campaigns, in the organisational strengthening
-0f the Leaigue and in the intensification of its inflruenoe 111pon broad
masses of the working class yooth. The You~g Socialist League
of China has grown n111merically aTIJd has adv·anced iin political
importance.
The tasks th0t now confront the Young Socialist League of
China are to still further strengthen its organisation and to give
particular attennon to t,he work ramong the industr-ial and rural
you th. This work demands special and persistent efforts, since up
to this time the movement was supported principally •by the strudents.
T·h e composinon of the league ,is responsible for certain features
which handicap its further development: Lack of strict 1discipline,
a strong inclination to engage in academic discussions, insufficient
contact with the actual every-1day stru.ggles, and: a!bove all-isolation
from the masses of the working class youth.
W,hile the Third Congress recoDds with satisfaction the achievements of the Y.S.L. of Ohina, it consiidern it necess-a.ry to poilJlt out
the following:
(a) The Young Socialist Lea•g ue of China must concentrate its
main forces on organisation and propaganda wo:rk among the
working class youth. In order to win the young workers to the
League and to defend them agciiinst exploitation, the league. ·must
rake up an economic struggle based uipon the elementary demands
of the working class youth (increase of wages, shortening of
working hours, etc.). On the other :hand 'it must .extend 'its political
-educational work (clubs, schools, etc.) in or,der to raise the cultural
.and class level of the working class yo111th •a nd to ma;ke !it poos~ble,
at the same time, for the Leaigue to exist legally.
(b) In order to strengthen its orgrutisation, the League must
use a n111mber of measures anid, iaibave all, it must bring about a
strict centralisation of the movement. In order to establish str-id
-discipline within the League, the work must be carefully and
thoroughly d'isfritbuted. among the members, utilising each member
1
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for orga!J.11isational @d propaganda worik amongst the working class
yoiuth. The conigress is of the opi!t1ioo that memlbers1 of the Y.S.L
of China should not simultaneously be members of non-communist
political organisati,ons.
(c) T:he Y.S.L. of China must triansform its organ "The Pioneer~,
, into a popular org1a n of the lindiustr:ial and rural youth, to lbe devoted
to their Hves aTIJd strugigles. In future lit is particularly necessa1y
to e.sta!blis:h a close practical contact between the Y.S.L. of China
and · the· E.C. of the Y.C.I.

Japan. (a) The.communist movement _in Japan has but recently
cryst~lliseid into the formation of the Communist Party of Japan_
The sympathetic yoillth were admitted into the ranks oi the Party
anid did not form a . SP'edal 011ganii.s.ation. Only recently with the,
partidpation of the E.C. of t'he Y.C.I., w·ere there formed special
groops of younger party members for fhe work amongst the youth.
(b) It is necessary that the yoong communist movement of
Japan shoulld, from the 1beginning, endeavoor to make the working.
clas:s . . yoruth ,its, main supporters. For this purpose it is essential
to fi.nld! Ml!d use every possiilbility of legal pmp,aga11Jda among the
young workers. The •Lea·gue must carry on activities for the dclenre
of the economic interests of the workii.nrg clas,s youth (equal wages
for boys and girls, increase in wages in general, a shortening
of working hours) for which work it must utilise the trade union
movement. Fradions must be formed wifuin the trade illllions for
the organisation of the pr:op,a1ga11Jda amongst the young proletariat.
(c) After the consoJ~dation of the organisation and the development.of legal poss~bilities of work, the Lmgue will !be iaible to transfer
the oentre of its organis1ational and economic work (by means of
nruclei) ,i nto the factori,e,s and 1into the country. The ialre,atdy existingYou,ng People's League of the State must be utilisoo. The Y.C.L
which is to lbe formed, must regulate its relations. to the Communist
~arty of Japan on the basis of the decisions of the ~econd Congress
of the Y.C.I. and the Third Congress of the Communist InternationaL
1

Corea. The political terror used by Japan, has hitherto prevented
the organisati~n of fhe revolutiooary youth· into a Young Communist
League. Only very recently ia Y.C.L. w.as formed. It is confronted,,
first and .foremost, with the taslk of strengthening ti ts organisation
and iexten!ding its inlflu.enoe.
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(a) The League must estabHsh strict discipline within its rank~
In orider to iincrea:se its influence it must take ardivantage of every
possiibiHty of legal work .amongst the mass.es. To win ne~; members,
the Leag.ue must work ,in two idiredions:(1) Directly among the masses of oo.organised 11.lrhan and rural
wortker.s and (2) withm the ex·istiing youth organisaijons •by winning
their lbest rnvo}utianary ianJCll proletar,ian •elements over to the Y_.C.L.
t(b) This wo:t1k can be sruccessfolly accomplished only if the
Y.C.L. utilises ·every legal possilbility of work; takes up the stiiug,gle
for the impr,ovement of the economic :s·ituation of the working cl-ass
youth, and at the same time,- trains ffil!d educates its mem!ber,s.
(c) Tlhe main task of the Y.C.L. of Corea ·i s agitation against
Japanes•e occupation. Tfris aig.itation must possess a. .strictly class
character without any nationalist tendencies. The Y.C.L. of Corea
must fo1lill ,a close connection wii:1h the E.C. of the Y.C.I. The Third
Con,gress -instruds the E.C. of the Y.C.I. to undertake the political
guidance of the Lea•g ue :until a Communist Party has been formed
in Corea that will he recognised by the Communist Intematiional.
Mongolia. The Mongolian revolutionary· youth organisation
is the only orgall!is,ation which actually 11.1nites. the proletarian
elements of the Mongolian popu1ation •anid fights for their interests_
Recently the Mongolian League recorded a cons iJdera!ble success in
its numerical ·g rowth and 1in 1:he sfrength of its infliUence. The
exceptional role whioh the League pl ays in Mongolia a!Il!d the
particular conditions of its work, which result from fue ouUural iand
economic backwaricmess of the coiunfry, confront the League with
the following special tasiks:
(a) Support of the Revolutionary People's Party.
(b) ,Work among the masses dn mider to main them for the
administration of the country, and the creatioo of a basis for a form
of ,government that would express the interests of the wor-keT'S.
(c) Political wo:rik within the 1Lea.gue iin oroer to rnise the
cultural level of the mernjbers and to provide them with practical
·
·lmowledge on the structure of the •rountry.
(id) Organisation of var.iol1.ls forms of agitational work, and
a sfruggle against illiteracy.
(e) Fight for the estalblishment of various 'kinds of schools an!d
classes for the wor-lci~g class youth anid the membe:r;s of the Le~gll.le.
1
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India. The develdpment of the movement in India, the most important Brit~<;h possession, is of particular significance. The first
attempts .at oiigall!ising branches of revolutionary youths in I~dia
have proved that there is fertile soil for such work among the students,
lin the schools, ,3il!d among the young workers. T1he iE.C. is confronted ,with the tasJk of strengthening its1 connections :with the
e:xisti11Jg ,gro,ups of the nwolution:ary yooth, to support them and
to establish rallying points for the movement. In this work the
Y.C.L. of Great Brifain· mu.st taire an active part. It must oarry on
propaganda among the ID!dfan stUJdents !in Great Britain and runong
the colonial ·sailors; that come into British ports. To ri:ntensify the
propagaDJda,, speoial columns o5 the League organ should lbe devoted
'to the ID!diian move:rrrent. Furthermore, the Berlin Brureau should
pmvide pr.inted propaganda material.
While enidorning the decisiions of the Second Congress on the
problem of the work Jn the Oriienta1 countries, the Thitid Congress
,instructs the futrure E.C. to pay mare attoo-tion to the SIUpport of the
youth movement in the Oriiental countries.
Epldo:rsing the decisrions of the Secood Congress on the work
in the co1oni-es, the Thir,d Con:gress proposes to the E.C. to attract
the :special attention of the Young Communist Leagues. of Eiurope
to thJs work by ias,si gning them concrete tasks iand reqruesting them
to rep_o rt on their colonial -acti•vit.ies.
1

1
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RESOLUTlON
on fhe

PROBLEM OF COMMUNIST CHILDREN'S
GROUPS

HE oongress declares that the direction adopted by the Second

T

Congress of the Y.C.I. for the work in the communist
children's groups hai~ proved to be correct. The centralisation
and carrying through of the work an the comm1lTI!ist children's groups
is an !important task d the YOU[l,g Communist Leagii.l'es. Wherever
the Young Commruniist J.eagiues 1began work on this new field of
activity, based on the directives of the 'Second Congress, their efforts
were crowned w.ith success. The main results are the extension of
communist influence on new sections of the working class (tens
of fhousanJds Olf prol-etarian ohiMrens were organiised who, in their
tum, roused their indifferent parents ,a nd !brothers and sisters, and
are thus performing a revolutionary ta:srk) the ·educatioo of a young
communiist .generation for the YDl1!Ilg Communist Leagues ,a nd the
gaining of valualble e:,c;per:irences in the commull!i.st ohiLdren',s ,g roups
for the ,work in the Young Communist Leagues.
{2) On the other ih and the •congress states that a: nrumber of
Leagues have failed to pay sufficient attenttloo to fhe w011k amongst
the children or else were rather late 'i n lbegiinniug it. This resulted
in a decentralisation of the children's groups which, in some cases,
were influenced lby untowa1id elements or wrong theories. In some
countries the communist children's groups lacked strict centralisation and tihe necessary uniformity in their methords of organisation
and work.
·
1

(3) The congress welcomes the first International Conference.
of Children's Groups Leaders of September 1922 a'S the first step
towar<ls the consoHdatioo., unification and strengthening of the
,commun~st children's groups under the leadership of the Y.C.I.
1t endorses the decisions reached at this conference and rousts that
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pay sp cinl ·ottc-11Hon to lhc work <111 nu Intel'
in ih children' ~To11ps on the hn i of ll1Ps •

the n~w E..

nntlonal

Bl'lll

,d oi slo111s.
(4) T•h on:gres: id ma 1it n ss,ary to mplrnsisi: Hi~ followinA
,o:f N1 l ink~rn,a tlolltll onfcrcnc :o,p if th work r t'hc omm11ni I hil1d1 n'
ronps
must lb n,bn~g d lby th ·, wi1n,niing oif oil 1' t iv I or ,inidiiviidunl coopc·rn
Mon. f ,o,ti11 r p1·ol -·t•111inn. 1·~nnis1alion ( ,mmunlsl 1Partics, W m n's
1~1-rnnianHona, Red T1,aid Unions, ommuni,at Tmd U111iou frn •
f,ions, la1bo,ur nt]I], U and sports org~::rnisations, te.) w1hil :still
mainbniniing l·h pri.ncii,pl, o:£ th onfrol :.rnd a1Tying thm11gh o,f th'
wo·1~1 dn rh hiklr ,n 's p;1 urps lby M1 Young om1nuni t L ap11cs.
Th methods of pructical work in th
hildr n's roup must
b ,xt 111 lodl lby pnyhig spccinl ntrcnlion to th 11 ,uragem nt of th
indbpf!111ident ,oc~hrioi~s of Mi
hiklrcn in ih grou,ps :rnd 1by int n.sif,i ation o.f ih muhml ducnU n of the hilich n trnngh common
wo,~k, iTain.ing', a,rnd plny inst ard of iby 1rn 1 r ly inst1i11 live m •thods.
"ar should b tink n Nwt N1 in1 -thods ,miploy d fa I 11 , ommunil. t
CMlickcn's roups n tnnlly prcpiar t1h chil'clr n for Ni Yo11ni:r
Commiun:ist Lcngucs. and ilrnt th y 1d noi' brinA· a1bo,ut nn 1i1lknnti 11
cf th _ 0 lder hHdrcrn fo th ' pfams ,arrnd •n rlivili\ f n1 Yotmg· Ottl~
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munirst Lcn.q,u,cs,
T1hc chilich n'·s pap rs ,minst b vc1·y nr fully dit 1d, nml trn11i;.
forn1 1d ,into communist w nkiinJ,t class hHdt en's pnp 1. of n mass

hal',a ter.

(5) The 0 nm·e,ss tN1· ts ~hat· the ciducntional id pnrlm nl which
lrn,s been 1 akid' 1by th
o lih
omrn1mi,st nt, •mntioual wilf
pay due 1attc11tiou to the
mmunist _'hildr1.;n's ir ups imov ·men!
anrd wm ;iflldttc t11
ommunist Parri s to support th ~ V 1111g
_omimuniist Lcagu sin thiiis work, n tih ,son J, ba i,s or lh prind:pl 1s
oif work ·~md rgnnisnH n oif H1 · Vountr C mnmnist lnlcrnnti onnl
1
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N. nccord.nn with th d i ion of th Third ong.r s of th .I.,,
ih
ond W lld ongr
of th Y.. I. agr d uJ on th pol'•
lical nbor linntion o[ th L ague to th Parti s and up n th
Iran formation of th L agu s from x lusiv and m r ly political
mlvnnc -g11ard ot'A'tmistttions int broad ,n{lss orgrmisatlons of the
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.revolutionary spirit affected the working class youth whose feelings
during this epoch were characterised by a waning of interest in all
political matters. At the same time the bourgeoisie and the Social
Democracy are intensifying their efforts to influence and organiiqe_
the worl(ing class youth.
Although since the Second World Congress of the Y.C.I. the
Young Communist Leagues have everywhere become subordinated to
-the Parties, the mutual relationship between Parties and Leagues
does not yet, generally speaking, wholly correspond to the spirit of
.the decisions of the International Congresses. Especially that so
essential help in the activities of the Leagues by the Parties has often
not been what it should have been. Thanks to the energetic efforts
-0f the Y.C.I. during the last fifteen months most of the Young Communist Leagues have already taken important practical steps tow,ards
.their reonganisation in the spirit of the essential preliminary conditions for their transformation into mass organisations. In a number
-0f countries the Leagues, by their propaganda for the militant
economic and political demands, of the working class youth have
already entered upon the road which, if they continue to travel it, must
lead to winning an influence over great masses: They have, furthermore, iniliated and· carried through, a number of campaigns and

very concrete activities.
. The transformation into mass organisations, both in the sense
,of nu1mbers as well as that of gaining a secure organisational
foothold amongst the masses and leading and influencing them continually, could not as yet, however, be effected by the Young Communist Leagues, and from this fact arise the most important tasks
for the future.
(2) The young workers have felt the full fury of the capitalist
.offensive. Wage reductions, lengthening of working hours, unemployment,-all these have affected not only adult labour, but the
young workers as well, resulting in even worse forms of exploitation
and in worse conditions for them. The young workers were pitted
against their elders and used as a lever to reduce wages and as
blacklegs, thus increasing unemployment amongst adult labour.
These conditions, so fatal to the entire proletariat, are being maintained and even inten!qified by the treacherous attitude of the reformist trade union bureaucracy which either pay no attention to the
interests of the youth or even sacrifice them, keeping the masses of
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young workers isolated from the struggles of adult labour and, im
some instances, even denying them membership in the trade unions.
The growth of bourgeois militarism is also increasing the sufferings
of the young industrial and rural workers, who are being forced to
don capitalism's uniform and who are destined to be the cannon
fodder of the coming imperialist wars. Reaction is especially savageagainst the young workers, depriving them in some countries, even
where Communist farties exist, of the right to form Communist
Youth Organisations.
The two Social Democratic Internationals of Y oath have so far
remained inactive in the face of the misery of the working class:
youth. By forming a bloc they have endeavoured to stifle the voice·
of the masses who demand a struggle of the united front of adult
labour and the whole working class youth. This alliance was intended
not only to divert the suffering masses of the working class youth
from the struggle and the united front of all young workers, but was.
directed as well against the Young Communist International and is,
furthermore, the preliminary step towards the fusion of the two,
Social Democratic Internationals of Youth.
The Communist International proclaims the imperative necessity of the united front between the young and adult workers and·
r,.alls upon the Communist Parties and · the workers of the world tofight for the demands of the working class youth in the struggle·
against the capitalist offensive, bourgeois militarism and reaction.
The Communist International welcomes and supports with every·
means at its disposal, the struggle carried on by the Young Co_mmunist International for the vital demands and the united front of
the working class youth, within the united front of all labour an{f
for the united front of young and old workers.
The attacks of capital, threatening to push the working classyouth into the abyss of pauperisation and to make of them the·
helpless victims of militarism and reaction, must be met by the determined and united resistance of the whole working class.
(3) To execute the tasks and the work necessary to winning·
over and educating the masses, the young communist movement
requires the moral support and the eftective assistance of the Communist Parties.
Through close cooperation of the Leagues and Parties in every
domain and the continuous participation of the Young Communist
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L~agues in the political life of the Parties the political interest and
t!ze political energies of the young communist rrwvement must
be cultivated and kept intact. This interest and this energy
are essential for the Communist Parties, both in their own
struggle and in their efforts to real~c;e the decisions of the Communist
lnternational, and are the basis for a sound communist youth movement. The Communist Parties must assist the Leagues organisationally; they should induce their younger members to wor k in the
Leagues, and, by organising their younger members and by propaganda they must found youth organisations in all localities where
ihe Party has a branch. As the Young Communist Leagues are now
confronted with the task of shifting the centre of gravity of their
activities amongst the masses of the working class youth, the Communist Parties must especially help in the establishment and in the
work of League organs (both nuclei and fractions) in the shops and
its fractions in the trade unions. Mutual representation must be
carried through in all organs of Party and League (fractions, nuclei,
branches, locals, district committees, national executive committees,
·congresses).
By an ii;itensification of their economic propaganda and by a
·continuous and careful attention to the life and the problems of the
working class youth and the continual and daily advocating of the
working class youth interests, the Young Communist Leagues must
identify themselves with the masses of the working class youth and
lead them towards a joint struggle side by side with adult labour.
Thus it becomes the duty of the communist parties to assist the
Leagues in their economic work in their nuclei and fractions in
.shops, school, and trade unin, and to obtain a close cooperation between the members of the Leagues and the Parties in the trade
·unions. The Party members in the trade unions must advocate the
admission of young workers and apprentices into the trade unions,
those young workers and apprentices to be on an equal footing with
the adults, although paying decreased dues. Those members must,
furthermore, stand up for the interests of the wor king class youth
in the economic struggle and must see to it that in collective agreements, etc. with the employers those interei':\ts are not ignored. The
-Communist Parties must, furthermore, support the economic trade
.union activities of the Leagues by propaganda and by active parti-02
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dpation in them and must further them by including the demands
of the Leagues among the objectives of their. own daily struggles .
In consideration of the ever increasing danger of fresh imperialist
wars and the growth of reaction, the Communist Parties must help
to the utmost in the anti-militarist struggle of the young communist
·.organisations in which the Communist Parties have the practical,
active leadership. The members of Young Communist Leagues must
be the most active fighters of the Party in defending labour again!i;t
reaction.
By the transformation cf the Leagues in the direction of broad
mass organisations, communist educational work gains immensely in
importance, because, after winning the masses, their communist
training and education becomes especially essential. This educational
work of the young communist organisations must be independently
.and specially organised and should be carried on along well-planned
lines. The Parties must give effective aid in this work by supplying
-the youth organisation with teachers and with educational material,
by helping in the organisation of schools and study circles, by
.arranging that a number of League members shall ·attend the Party
schools and by including in their publications a number of booklets
for the youth.
The congress deems it necessary that the Party press shall help
the young communist organisations more that it has done hitherto
both by publishing regular~ youth supplements or. youth columns and
by continually devoting space to the work and the life of the working
-class youth.
. The bourgeois world, whose endeavours to propagate the bourgeois system collide with the class consciousness of adult labour
and that of the revolutionary working class youth, attempts to poison
and to estrange from their class the proletarian children. For these
reasons the necessity for the organisation of, and increasing the
number of Communist Childrens Groups is of great import1ance.
These sections must be organisationally subordinated to, and led by,
-the Young Communist Leagues, with the Parties assisting in tfyis
work by mobilising its forces for it and by participation in the work ·
of the childrens group department. The communist children's papers
which a number of Leagues have started must also be encouraged
and helped by the Parties.
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Close cooperation betwe~ Party and League is especially
necessary in all those countries where reaction has forced the communist movement underground.
In stressing the importance of the communist work for winning
over the masses of the working class youth, the Fourth Congress
emphasises the importance of . the Young Communist Internatinoal
and gives its greetings to these militant co-workers of the Communist
International, its reserves for the future!
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